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To grow and measure a new ferroelectric material were the main goals
when starting the work for this Ph.D. thesis. Whereas the growth of a
new material has not been successful, a lot has been learnt about what is
needed to achieve this goal in the future. In this chapter the context of the
work done for this thesis is explained, the research question for this thesis
is formulated and the materials that are used are explained.

The goal of the Inorganic Material Science Group of the University of
Twente is to make functional materials using perovskite oxides. When in
this thesis the word functional is used, it means any property that can
be used in for instance electronic devices (e.g. computers). Examples of
functional properties are semiconductivity, ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism
and superconductivity. Moores law (stated by Gordon Moore, founder of
Intel), that the number of transistors which can be put inexpensively on
a microchip doubles approximately every two years, cannot hold forever
as fundamental size limits of transistors will be reached. At the moment,
transistors are semiconducting devices made of silicon and silicon oxide.
Recently however, high-k dielectric materials have been added as gate in-
sulators replacing silicon oxide. Another way to improve microchips is to
add extra functionality to the chips. This requires materials which con-
tain the specific new functionality required and which can be integrated.
The new functional materials allow new devices to be added to the chip.
This would not be possible when only semiconducting materials (silicon)
are used. For example, a ferroelectric layer added to the transistor makes it
possible to remember the switching states even after the power is switched
off. This could potentially reduce the startup time for electronic devices.
To achieve such new microchip structures, the properties of the functional
materials have to be well controlled. The question asked in this thesis is:
“What level of knowledge about material predictions as well as material
growth is required to be able to make ferroelectric perovskites on demand,
such that ferroelectric perovskites can be used functionally, for example,
to enhance the functionality of micro-chips?” In this thesis the research
question was split up into the following questions:

1. Is growth of materials understood such that one can predict the struc-
ture of any grown material based on the deposition conditions and
the material used as substrate? (Chapters 3 and 4)

2. Assuming one can grow a material with pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
in the desired structure in agreement with the density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations, does the grown material than have the DFT
predicted properties? (Chapters 5 and 6)

3. Can DFT be used to generate generic rules to search for new materi-
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als? (Chapter 7)

Before answering these questions in the remainder of the thesis, first ferro-
electricity and some other concepts will be introduced.

1.1 Ferroelectric materials

Ferroelectric materials can be categorized in two different groups[1], namely
order-disorder ferroelectric materials and displacive ferroelectric materials.
Order-disorder ferroelectrics contain unit cells that already have a dipole
moment, these dipole moments are pointed in random directions until the
temperature goes below Tc after which the dipole moments will order and
point in the same direction within a domain. Examples of order-disorder
materials are the KDP materials[1] like e.g. KH2PO4, KD2PO2, etc. Dis-
placive ferroelectric materials are materials that become ferroelectric by
off-centering of an Ion from a unstable equilibrium. Examples of displacive
ferroelectric materials are Aurivillius phases[2] and perovskites. This thesis
focusses fully on perovskites.

In displacive ferroelectric materials, charge, in the form of electrons or
ions, can move between two or more symmetry equivalent positions in the
material. The charge is moved by applying an electric field. When the
electric field is removed, charge retains its location in the material. The
minimal electric field necessary for switching charge between the symmetry
equivalent positions is called the coercive field. The above mentioned states
with the charge in either of the possible positions are called the polarization
states. The remnant polarization is the polarization the material has upon
switching. The remnant polarization is a vector equal to the change in
dipole moment per unit cell. The remnant polarization can be determined
by measuring the charge movement in a material. A uniform polarization
throughout a material leads to a macroscopic internal electric field which
costs energy. Therefore, ferroelectric materials reduce their energy by form-
ing ferroelectric domains lowering their net internal electric field. However,
the process of domain formation is stopped at some point, due to the fact
that at the domain boundaries, called domain walls, are formed, which
costs energy. This results in an optimum energy where the energy cost of
creating domain walls and the energy reduction due to domain formation
is equal.

There are a number of methods to achieve remnant polarization in mate-
rials needed for ferroelectricity. Five common methods of polarization are:
Ionic, electronic, orientation, space charge and domain wall polarization[3].
A number of specific mechanisms that can result in remnant polariza-
tion are: Spin spirals[4], charge ordering[5], orbital ordering[6], trilayer
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superlattices[7] and lone pair electrons[8]. In chapter 2 the mechanisms
that can lead to ferroelectricity, which are used for this thesis, are de-
scribed. One other option is to generate surface polarization in materials,
this is not true ferroelectricity but does give the same functionality for de-
vices. For this thesis this subject is out of scope, an example of this way of
working is described by Asadi et al.[9].

Another property of ferroelectrics is piezoelectricity. Piezoelectricity is
the effect where structural change in a material results from charge move-
ment or the other way around, where stress put onto a material leads to
charge movement. Piezoelectricity coefficients are defined as coupling con-
stants which describe the relation between structural change and the elec-
tric field in a material. Ferroelectric materials have large piezocoefficients.

Examples of ferroelectric materials are Rochelle salts, PbTixZr1-xO3

and BaTiO3. A number of these ferroelectric materials are already used
in applications like memory devices. Other current applications of ferro-
electrics make use of the piezoelectric properties. For example ferroelectrics
are used in fluidic devices for printer heads, where they are used to impart
mechanical action on fluids. In chapter 2 a literature overview is given of
new materials that have been predicted to be ferroelectric by computational
modeling. Additionally it is explained which materials have been chosen
to grow. The growth of these materials is described in chapters 5 and 6.
Chapter 7 focusses on DFT calculations on ferroelectric PbTiO3//PbZrO3

superlattices in order to explain how the different ferroelectric states found
in the superlattice can be explained by symmetry.

1.1.1 Crystal symmetry

Functional ferroelectrics in general are crystals, as the crystalline structure
makes it possible to align all the ferroelectric moments in each unit cell
of the material. The ferroelectric properties of the crystals are coupled
to the symmetry state of the crystal. This is because ferroelectricity is a
directional property, with an axis along which charge moves which has to
be symmetry allowed. In order to design new ferroelectric materials it is
important to understand the symmetry state of a material. If a symme-
try state of a material is changed, the ferroelectric properties change or a
material can change from ferroelectric to non-ferroelectric. In this thesis a
material is only considered to be new if it is grown in a symmetry state in
which it has not been previously grown. If a material is strained but keeps
its symmetry state, it is still considered the same material.

In the case of displacive ferroelectric materials, the material can be a
switch between two or more different polar states that are symmetry equiv-
alent. This means that materials with a set of symmetry operations which
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Figure 1.1: A perovskite with A cations (black), B cations (green)
and oxygen anions (red)

do not allow two symmetry equivalent states cannot be ferroelectric. A set
of symmetry operations that contains 1 invariant point is called a point
group. To find the point groups that allow ferroelectricity, we first discard
the ones that do not. One set of point groups which does not allow ferro-
electricity are the centrosymmetric point groups. A centrosymmetric point
group is a point group with an origin for which holds that any point (x,y,z)
in space has an equivalent point (-x,-y,-z). This means that a centrosym-
metric distortion of a crystal does not result in a net movement of charge in
the system and therefore such a system cannot be ferroelectric. Moreover,
a material also has to be polar for it to possibly be ferroelectric. A polar
material has a unit cell with a local dipole moment. These requirements
means there are only 10 possible point groups left that allow for ferroelec-
tricity. A table of all ferroelectric and non-ferroelectric point groups can
be found in appendix A. If it is possible to distort a perovskite into one of
the 10 ferroelectric point groups, it will be polar and possibly ferroelectric.
One group of materials where for example by strain can be manipulated to
transition into a ferroelectric symmetry state are the perovskite oxides.

1.2 Perovskite oxides

The ferroelectrics with the highest known remnant polarization are per-
ovskite oxides (ABO3). Therefore, in this thesis, the main focus is on
designing new ferroelectric perovskite oxides. Fig. 1.1 illustrates the ideal
cubic perovskite unit cell, which contains two different cations (A&B) and
three oxygen anions. Independent of the type of A and B cation, the three
oxygen atoms form an oxygen octahedra which mainly determines the shape
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of the perovskite unit cell with only small lattice variations. Therefore, per-
ovskites with different types of A and B cations can easily be stacked on
top of each other. This makes it possible to make crystalline multilayers
using perovskites as building blocks[10]. By mixing and matching ferroelec-
tric perovskites and nonferroelectric perovskites, ferroelectric properties of
a material can be tuned and in some cases ferroelectric properties can be
induced in materials that are not ferroelectric in bulk e.g. SrTiO3[11, 12].

All materials grown and modeled in this work are perovskite oxides
except for the binary oxides. The growth of binary oxide materials is ex-
plained in chapter 5.

1.3 Designing new ferroelectric materials

Structure

Synthesis Properties

Figure 1.2: The three pillars of material science are generally placed
in a triangle where the relations between each of these three pillars

have been studied.

The afore mentioned structural similarities of perovskite oxides, makes
it possible to build a wide spectrum of complex heterostructures. In order to
make ferroelectric materials on demand we need to understand the exact
relation between the structure of materials and their properties. When
the structure-properties relation is fully understood our goal is reduced to
making structures on demand. The remaining step is to synthesize these
structures. There are a number of methods for the synthesis of materials,
but the relation between the method of synthesis and the resulting structure
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is often not known or at least not described in literature about the growth
of materials. If we can describe with a microscopic model the exact method
of synthesis for every structure, the goal of creating functional materials on
demand is met.

The direct relation between properties - structure and synthesis - struc-
ture implies that there is also a connection between synthesis and proper-
ties. However this relation does not give us any insight into the material
as we do not know from which aspect of structure the properties originate.
Therefore only an exact repeat of all growth conditions will guarantee the
same properties. This means that it will make this material difficult to
use in an application, as it might not be possible to use exactly the same
growth conditions while fabricating the application. For example, if one
wants to incorporate a new ferroelectric material in a silicon based device,
while the new ferroelectric was developed on a different substrate. This can
be done if one knows the structural elements of the new material that lead
to the ferroelectric properties and one can recreate the structure on silicon.
However if the relation between the properties of the new ferroelectric and
its structure is not known, it is not known how to achieve ferroelectricity
with the same material on silicon. To summarize, to achieve the goal of
making functional materials on demand the structure - properties relations
and synthesis - structure relations is studied in this thesis for ferroelectric
perovskites. This is also the reason why in chapters 5 and 6, which describe
the building of new ferroelectrics, materials have been grown that are pre-
dicted by a model, DFT, that fully describes the properties and structure
of the materials. Synthesis, structure, properties and their relation are
illustrated in figure 1.2 and are defined in the following sections.

1.3.1 Synthesis

In this thesis synthesis refers to any method that can be used to build
materials. In this work, PLD is used to fabricate artificial materials and
in some cases synthesis is simulated with DFT. Other examples of thin
film synthesis methods are molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and chemical
vapor deposition (CVD). PLD allows transfer of complex materials from a
target to a substrate, which is key for building heterostructures of complex
materials such as ferroelectric perovskites.

Synthesis by thin film growth encompasses the incorporation of de-
posited atomic and molecular species on a substrate. Important character-
istics are:

• the type of species reaching the surface,

• the impact with which the species hit the surface,
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• diffusion of the species on the surface,

• the substrate.

The ’type of species reaching the surface’ refers to whether the species
are atoms, molecules or crystallites, but also includes contamination of the
species and stoichiometry. Impact on the surface consists of the velocity
and kinetic energy of the particles as they arrive at the surface. Diffusion
describes particle movement on the surface once they arrive. The state
of the surface that the particles arrive on also determines the structure of
the layer that will be formed. Determining these characteristics quantita-
tively will lead to a model that describes the relation between synthesis
and structure.

PLD is a synthesis method where a laser hits a target and forms a
plasma, the plasma particles move to the substrate, and this results in a
thin film. PLD takes place in a vacuum chamber with a controlled atmo-
sphere. The PLD process has a number of variables which can be tuned:
partial oxygen pressure, background pressure, laser fluency, spot size, type
of target, total pressure, distance target to substrate, substrate temper-
ature and substrate treatment. The relations between the PLD variable

Type of Impact Diffusion
species

Partial oxygen pressure x

Background pressure x

Total pressure x x x

Laser fluency x x

Spot size x x x

Type of target x

Distance target to substrate x x x

Substrate temperature x x x

Substrate surface x

Table 1.1: This table shows qualitatively which PLD control parame-
ters influence growth characteristic of a material grown with PLD[13]

which can be controlled and the characteristics of growth are shown quali-
tatively in table 1.1. Exact quantitative knowledge of the relation between
the value of the PLD variables and the characteristics of growth is nec-
essary to achieve the goal of building structures on demand. This also
explains the reason for the first research question: Is growth of materials
understood such that one can predict the structure of any grown material
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based on the deposition conditions and the material used as substrate? In
chapters 3 and 4 models are studied that can partially explain the relation
between growth and structure, in particular diffusion and substrates with
polar surfaces are studied.

1.3.2 Structure

Structure can be divided into global structure and local structure. Global
structure refers to elements that repeat throughout a material. Local struc-
ture refers to elements that break this repetition. Examples of elements of
global structure and local structure which can be tuned are given below.

Tunable elements of global structure

unit cell deformation The unit cell of a material in thin film can differ
from its bulk unit cell. This difference can be controlled by choosing
the appropriate substrate.

layered structures Layered structures can be made by switching targets
during thin film growth. This is possible if diffusion conditions are
such that films grow layer by layer. This makes it possible to build
materials on an atomic scale in one dimension. The stacked layers of
different materials are called superlattices.

oxygen octahedral rotations Oxygen octahedral rotations may be im-
planted into a material by using a substrate that already contains
these rotations. How far rotations persist into grown thin films is
determined by the amount of energy it costs to create the rotations.
If the rotations do not persist throughout the material they can be
categorized as local structure.

crystal orientation Crystal orientation of the substrate and its miscut
determine the crystal orientation of the film. The crystal orientation
of the film impacts the previous three elements.

Tunable elements of local structure

domain walls Domain walls locally interrupt the repeatable structure of
a material.

surface/interface engineering Tuning the surface morphology or the
types of species on the surface, can lead to the formation of different
type of structures. In some cases, the structure of grown heterostruc-
tures can be controlled by controlling the surface on which materials
are grown[14].
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doping By introducing new elements in a material both the structure and
electronic structure of a material are changed, thereby the function-
ality of a material is changed.

defects e.g. vacancies or interstitials that form in the crystal structure,
for example due to off-stoichiometric deposition.

The repeatable nature of global structure means that if it can be grown
without any or negligible (no influence on properties) local structure present,
this will lead to materials of which the properties can be replicated as long
as it can be grown in the global structure that is coupled to the properties.
The lack of influence of local structure in a grown material will be taken
as the hypothesis for chapter 5.

1.3.3 Properties

In this thesis properties are defined as all functional properties of a material.
In the case of ferroelectrics the properties are remnant polarization, coercive
field, piezoelectricity and domain formation.

1.3.4 Relation synthesis-structure

To be able to predict which structure will result from synthesis, it is neces-
sary to understand the relation between structure and synthesis. There are
a few models which describe this relation. The three models used in this
thesis are solid-on-solid model[13, 15], polar models[16] and DFT. These
models describe the relation between the tunable variables of synthesis and
the synthesis characteristics. In the next paragraphs the models used in
this thesis are explained further.

The solid-on-solid model describes the relation between substrate sur-
face and diffusion of arrived species on the surface. This model can be used
to predict the structure of materials grown on a substrate surface depend-
ing on the substrate, substrate temperature and the flux of arriving species.
In chapter 3 the growth of SrRuO3 structures on the surface is explained
using the solid-on-solid model. In particular SrRuO3 nanowire structures
are grown which are predicted using the model.

The polar model described in [16] explains how a polar discontinuity at
the surface will impact the surface morphology. This model predicts that
polar surfaces are intrinsically not flat unless certain conditions are met.
In chapter 4 we show that atomically smooth interfaces can be achieved
on both (111) oriented LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 surfaces, which are inherently
polar, by making use of buffer layers.
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As mentioned before, DFT can be used to model synthesis. One draw-
back of DFT is that it uses periodic boundary conditions and therefore it
can only be used to calculate materials with repeating structure. In this
thesis we define the boundary between local structure and global structure
such that what was calculated with DFT is the global structure. Therefore
materials predicted to be ferroelectric can only be made if local structure
elements induced during growth do not destroy the global structure of the
material. This model will serve as the hypothesis for chapter 5 and chap-
ter 6. Chapter 6 focusses on a special case of ferroelectrics which have
tetrahedral symmetry as its high symmetry phase.

1.3.5 Relation structure-properties

For ferroelectrics, the relation between the structure of a material and its
ferroelectric properties can be established using Berry phase calculations[17].
Berry phase calculation uses both the atomic structure and electronic struc-
ture of a material as input to calculate its polarization state. The electronic
structure of a material can be calculated from the atomic structure using
DFT. This method is used to predict polarization in chapter 7. Other mod-
els like Landau-Devonshire theory, which can also predict polarization in
ferroelectric materials, also exist.

In this thesis symmetry analysis (like e.g. the work done on
PbTiO3//SrTiO3 superlattices by Rondinelli et al.[18]) is used to broaden
the scope of the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice calculations. In chapter 7 a
perturbation series in rotations, polarization and anti-polar states is made
for the total energy of a PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice. All symmetry in-
equivalent terms in the perturbation series are removed and the remaining
terms are the couplings which can exist in a PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlat-
tice. Due to the fact that this analysis is based on the symmetry of the
system alone rather than on specific properties of the PbTiO3//PbZrO3

superlattice it applies to any other superlattice with the same symmetry.
In the case of the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices it is shown in chapter
7 that these coupling terms explain the results of the DFT calculations.
The DFT calculations were executed using VASP[19, 20] using a 20-atom√
2 ×

√
2 × 2 unit cell. This supercell allows distortions with wavevectors

at the Γ point (0, 0, 0), X point (0, 0, π/a), R point (π/a, π/a, π/a) and M
point (π/a, π/a, 0). In particular, it allows R point and M point oxygen
octahedron rotational distortions. In order to find the absolute energy mini-
mum, the system was started with P001, P110, R001 and R110 distortions and
afterwards the system was also calculated with the distortions completely
removed to check whether the result was not due to bad convergence.
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1.4 Thesis layout

The goal of this thesis is to explain how to make functional materials on
demand, with a focus on ferroelectric materials. First the goal is reduced
to making structures on demand by understanding the relation between
properties and structure. Then the relation between synthesis and structure
is studied in order to be able to build the structures.

In Chapter 2 I give an overview of existing literature in a search
for routes and possibilities that can lead to new ferroelectric materials.
Chapter 3 explains the solid-on-solid model that can be used to predict
the growth of SrRuO3 structures on DyScO3 surfaces. Chapter 4 ex-
plains how atomically smooth interfaces can be obtained on polar surfaces.
Chapter 5 describes ferroelectrics that are predicted by DFT and grown
using PLD. Chapter 6 describes making double perovskites by growing
(111) oriented superlattices with PLD. Chapter 7 describes the structure
of PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices studied using DFT. Furthermore, this
chapter describes how symmetry analysis of perturbation series explains
the relation between the coupling of different material properties and the
structural symmetry of a material. Finally Chapter 8 reflects on whether
the research questions were answered and gives recommendations.
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Chapter 2

Opportunities for designing
new ferroelectric perovskites
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2.1 Outline

In this chapter we explore literature, both theory and applied physics, in
a search for avenues to finding novel ferroelectrics. In that search we look
for what we consider to be the most promising materials for making new
ferroelectrics in later chapters (Chapters 5 and 6) it is explained how it was
attempted to grow these materials with PLD.

2.2 Introduction

One of the sub question with respect to our goal, making ferroelectric ma-
terials on demand, was “Is growth of materials understood such that one
can predict the structure of any grown material based on the deposition
conditions and the material used as substrate?”. Answering this question
will help us find novel ferroelectrics, this also being a goal of this thesis.
An example showing it is actually feasible to calculate the properties of a
material using DFT, grow the material and measure the calculated proper-
ties in the grown material, is SrTiO3. However after the success of SrTiO3

almost no other new ferroelectric materials emerged. Even though no new
ferroelectrics were grown, there are a number of theoretical predictions on
new ferroelectrics. These new ferroelectrics were derived from known ma-
terials, being made ferroelectric by forcing them into the correct structure.
Our assumption is that locally induced structure during material growth
plays a major role in why no new ferroelectric materials have appeared in
recent years. To answer the question why so few predicted ferroelectrics
were realized experimentally, we will attempt to build a number of the ma-
terials predicted to be ferroelectric by theory and see where this leads us.
First a description of SrTiO3, the material that has been predicted to be
ferroelectric and that was successfully grown.

2.2.1 SrTiO3 an example of new ferroelectric

SrTiO3 is a prototype wide bandgap insulator with a cubic structure above
105 K. Ferroelectricity in strained SrTiO3 was predicted by Pertsev et
al. [1] using Landau-Ginsburg-Devonshire type theory. They predicted that
SrTiO3 becomes ferroelectric both under tensile and compressive strain.
Similar predictions have been made by Sai et al. [2] using DFT. They
demonstrate the competition of ferroelectric instabilities and oxygen octa-
hedral rotations that result in different phases present in SrTiO3. Following
up on these predictions, strained SrTiO3 was built by Haeni et al. [3] using
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), to verify the predicted ferroelectric phase
in SrTiO3. Haeni et al. [3] grew SrTiO3 on DyScO3, thereby implanting
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an epitaxial strain of + 1.25 %. Using dielectric measurements, they have
shown that these films have a paraelectric to ferroelectric phase transition
at 293 K. Using time-resolved confocal optical Microscopy (TRCSOM) they
show that below 293 K the film has regions with two different polarization
states, separated by sharp boundaries at which the phase changes by 90 or
180 degrees.

The successful realization of ferroelectric SrTiO3 shows that, using one
or more theories, new ferroelectric materials can be made. As will be shown
in the literature reviewed in section 2.2.2, a large number of materials have
already been predicted to be ferroelectric using DFT. If all material pre-
dictions using DFT would result in buildable materials, this would lead
to more new ferroelectric materials and bring us closer to the goal of this
thesis, making ferroelectric materials on demand. As mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraphs, locally induced structure during growth of a material can
destroy the material properties predicted by DFT. Therefore in this thesis,
in chapters 5 and 6, we test the following hypothesis: While attempting
to grow a certain global structure with PLD the nature of PLD growth will
introduce local structure in the material. The PLD induced local structure
will have a negligible effect on the properties of the material. The properties
will be determined by the global structure of the material. The hypothesis
is tested by comparing the structure and properties of a material as pre-
dicted by DFT calculations to the experimentally obtained structure and
properties after the material is grown using PLD. In the following section
we give a short overview of what will be discussed in this chapter.

2.2.2 Overview

To verify the hypothesis stated in the previous section, a review of recent
DFT work on ferroelectrics is presented. In this review, first the forces that
cause ferroelectricity (section 2.3) are explained. Second, it is studied how
the appearance of these forces can be influenced by changes in structure.
Based on the knowledge gained a set of materials has been selected to
verify the hypothesis (section 5.2.1). These materials are grown and a
description of the material growth and analysis is described in chapters 5
and 6. Before going into the making of new ferroelectrics, in chapters 3 and
4the growth process itself and how this can be understood and improved
will be discussed.

2.3 Mechanisms for ferroelectricity

Ferroelectric materials have a polarization state that can be switched us-
ing an electric field. During switching, the charge moves from one location
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to another. This movement of charge corresponds to a movement of elec-
trons or ions in the perovskite, changing the structure. This means that
a change in the polarization state of a material also means a change of its
structure. The simple 5-atom unit cell perovskites (ABO3) have a cubic
high symmetry state. To become ferroelectric, one of the atoms in the
perovskite will move off its high symmetry position. Knowing the force
that moves the atoms from its high symmetry position is step one towards
understanding ferroelectricity. Other distortions can also occur when the
high symmetry phase is broken. Studying how these distortions compete
with ferroelectricity will be step two.

Before describing all the forces and distortions in detail here is a short
summary of the forces and distortions, relevant to ferroelectricity, that can
be found in a perovskite. The short range repulsive Coulomb forces in
perovskites determine the high symmetry phase. In order for a perovskite
to become polar and possibly ferroelectric a long range attractive Coulomb
force has to be present and compete with the repulsive forces to off center
either the A-cation, B-cation or both. There are a number of mechanisms
that can increase the long range attractive Coulomb forces:

1. a change in hybridization of the oxygen 2p band and the B-cation 3d
band,

(a) materials with an empty B-cation 3d band,

(b) materials with a filled or partially filled B-cation 3d band,

2. a change in hybridization of the A-cation 6s band and the oxygen 2p
band,

3. geometric ferroelectricity.

The attractive coulomb force, caused by these mechanisms, may lead to
more distortions than ferroelectric distortions, such as oxygen octahedral
rotations and first order Jahn-Teller distortions. To understand when one
of the mechanisms described above will lead to ferroelectricity, the mech-
anisms that can lead to ferroelectricity will be discussed and subsequently
the other distortions that can be caused by the above mechanisms will be
discussed as well.

2.3.1 Force 1a: O2p - B3d hybridization (B d0 configuration)

The relation between O2p - B3d hybridization and ferroelectricity for B d0
configurations was discovered by Cohen [4]. A B d0 configuration means
the B-cation in a perovskite has an empty 3d band that can take up an
electron from the neighboring oxygen atoms. Transferring an electron from
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one ion to another can result in an attractive force between the two ions.
This leads to a change in hybridization state that results in an attractive
force between the B-cation and the oxygen atom. This attractive force
competes with the repulsive forces causing the cation to move off-center.
This results in a polar material that, if switchable, is also ferroelectric.

Following up on the work by Cohen [4], Hill and Filippetti [5, 6] com-
mented that d0-ness is a criterion for ferroelectricity. This means that
ferroelectricity and magnetization do not combine as magnetization gen-
erally requires electrons in the 3d band, e.g. in the case of a manganese
atom on the B-site of a perovskite. The next section (Force 1b) will come
back on the d0-ness criteria and show that it is not fully restrictive for
ferroelectricity to appear in a perovskite.

Cations that have an empty 3d band and can potentially lead to ferro-
electricity if placed on the B-site of a perovskite are: Ti4+, Nb5+, Ta5+,
Zr4+, Sc3+, Mo6+, W6+ and V5+ [7]. In the case of SrTiO3 the Ti4+

atom has an empty 3d band by which is obeys the d0-ness rule. Not all
perovskites, having one of the aforementioned cations at the B position
are ferroelectric. Other distortions that are non polar (centro-symmetric)
like oxygen octahedral rotations and first order Jahn Teller can also result
from the O2p - B3d hybridization. Materials that have been predicted to
be ferroelectric as a result of O2p - B3d hybridization besides SrTiO3 are:
CaTiO3 [8], EuTiO3 [9], PbVO3 [10] and REScO3 [11] (RE stands for Rare
Earth).

Binary oxides

Another group of materials that also show O 2p - metal-d hybridization are
the alkaline-earth-metal oxides (AO) [12] also called binary oxides. These
materials are a simplified version of the perovskite structure: no BO2 layer.
Bousquet et al. [12] have shown using DFT that the presence of O 2p - metal
d hybridization in binary oxides leads to ferroelectricity. To my knowledge
there is no material with such a simple configuration that is ferroelectric.

2.3.2 Force 1b: O 2p - B 3d hybridization (B dx configura-
tion)

Changes in O2p - B3d hybridization can also occur in materials that have
a B-cation with a dx configuration leading to the attractive Coulomb force
necessary for polarization. This is in direct contrast with the d0-ness rule
stated by Hill & Filippetti et al. [6]. The reason that the d0-ness rule was
falsified by Bhattacharjee et al. [13] was not a discovery of new physics
but purely an advance in computer power and DFT techniques allowing for
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more subtle calculations. This made it possible to study smaller distortions
which showed that even in the case of materials with partially filled B 3d
bands, the hybridization with the oxygen 2p can change such that it leads
to ferroelectricity.

Filippetti et al. [6] show that in the case of CaMnO3 there is hybridiza-
tion between the O 2p band and the Mn 3d band. However it does not
result in ferroelectricity as the bond strength does not change between the
distorted state and the centro-symmetric state. On the other hand, Bhat-
tacharjee et al. [13] showed that strained CaMnO3 does have a ferroelectric
instability. They showed that with sufficient strain (2% tensile strain) the
ferroelectric distortion will appear. They drew their conclusion based on
DFT calculations of the phonon modes in the manganates. This demon-
strates a tendency of the Mn atom to move off-center and polarize the
material. Follow up papers by Lee et al. [14] and Rondinelli et al. [15] show
that both SrMnO3 and BaMnO3 become ferroelectric if the strain state
is chosen such that the ferroelectricity is preferred over other relaxations
such as oxygen octahedral rotations. Rondinelli et al. [15] give a detailed
explanation on O 2p - B 3d hybridization and competing relaxations in
BaMnO3. To my knowledge no other materials with a nonempty 3d band
have been predicted to be ferroelectric.

2.3.3 Force 2: O 2p - A 6s hybridization

In the case of O 2p - A 6s hybridization, an attractive Coulomb force occurs
when an electron from the O 2p band moves towards the 6s band of the
A-cation. This leads to an increasing attractive force between the A-cation
and O atom, shifting the A atom off-center.

An example of O 2p - A 6s hybridization occurs in PbTiO3( [4]).
PbTiO3 is an example of a material that has two mechanisms present that
cause ferroelectricity. One is the aforementioned O 2p - A 6s hybridization
and the other is Bd0 - O 2p hybridization. Cohen [4] argues that for PbTiO3

O 2p - A 6s hybridization is the dominant mechanism as polarization in
PbTiO3 is stronger than in BaTiO3. Other examples where A 6s - O 2p
hybridization leads to ferroelectricity are BiMnO3 [5] and BiFeO3 [16].

2.3.4 Force 3: Geometric ferroelectricity

Geometric ferroelectricity occurs when perovskites transition to a hexago-
nal structure P63cm when the A atom of a perovskite is chosen to be so
small that it forces the material out of the perovskite geometry into a new
one. In YMnO3 and REMnO3 (RE = Lu, Tm, Yb) the small A-cation favor
a hexagonal structure above the ideal cubic perovskite where the B-cation
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have alternately a 5-fold oxygen and 7-fold coordination as is described by
Hill et al. [5]. The Hexagonal phase of these materials is polar in com-
parison with the cubic perovskite state. The fact that this state is polar
and that this state can be switched between symmetry equivalent states,
means that these manganates are ferroelectric. Filippetti et al. [6] show
that the Mn d orbitals are empty in the direction of the polarization, which
implies that YMnO3 fits to the generalized “d0-ness” rule. A more detailed
explanation of ferroelectricity in these type of materials is given by Fennie
et al. [17]. Both Filippetti et al. [6] and Fennie et al. [17] show that fer-
roelectricity occurs due to tilting of the oxygen octahedra and buckling of
the Y-O planes without significant off-centering of the Mn atom.

2.3.5 Distortions that compete with ferroelectricity

In the previous section, it was shown that a number of forces can drive
ferroelectricity in materials. However not all materials in which these forces
can occur are ferroelectric. Even if one of these forces occur in a material,
it is still possible that a non polar distortion can balance the forces in a
material. Three types of distortions that compete with ferroelectricity are
1) first order Jahn Teller distortions, 2) antiferroelectricity and 3) Oxygen
octahedral rotations, each of them will be discussed shortly below.

1) First order Jahn Teller distortions occur when the oxygen octahe-
dra expand in one direction and contract in two perpendicular directions.
These distortions are centro-symmetric and therefore do not lead to ferro-
electricity [15]. Examples of Jahn Teller ions are Mn3+ and Cr2+.

2) Antiferroelectric distortions differ from ferroelectric distortions due
to the fact that the polarity in each 5-atom perovskite unit cell is opposite
to each other. Therefore this material has no net polarization. Antifer-
roelectricity is driven by the same three forces that cause ferroelectricity.
The reason for one material to become ferroelectric and the other to be-
come anti-ferroelectric is explained by Rabe [18] and is quite complicated.
As in this thesis we do not attempt to turn a anti-ferroelectric material into
a ferroelectric material the explanation of this is left to the article. PbZrO3

is an example of an antiferroelectric material.

3) Oxygen octahedral rotation are distortions where the oxygen octa-
hedra rotates around the B-cation. These rotations shorten the A-cation -
oxygen bond and are therefore often driven by changes in hybridization be-
tween the A-cation and oxygen ion. Using DFT, Zhong et al. [19] showed,
that at a certain strain state, oxygen octahedral rotations dissapear and
ferroelectricity appears in a material. Therefore they conclude that oxygen
octahedral rotations and ferroelectricity compete with each other. CaTiO3

and SrMnO3 are two examples of materials that can be either ferroelec-
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tric or non ferroelectric, depending on the presence and type of oxygen
octahedral rotations.

2.4 Finding and tuning ferroelectric properties by

changing the structure of materials

In the previous section forces leading to ferroelectricity were discussed.
Moreover it was explained that various distortions may compete with fer-
roelectricity in balancing the attractive and repulsive forces in between
atoms in a unit cell. In this section, we investigate whether the balance
of forces can be changed by varying the structure of a material in order to
induce or tune ferroelectric behavior in a material.

Here, three ways to modify the structure of a material are explained:

1. applying strain,

2. layering of materials (building superlattices),

3. changing the size of the metal atoms in a perovskite.

Each method will be described in detail below. Moreover, these methods
can be combined and this option will be discussed in the last part of this
section.

2.4.1 Applying strain

Strain is a deformation of the unit cell produced by stress. In this thesis, the
amount of strain of a material is defined with reference to the bulk material
at the same temperature. Shortening of at least one dimension of a unit
cell is called compressive strain and elongating at least one dimension of a
unit cell is called tensile strain. In this thesis, strain is applied by choosing
a substrate with the required lattice parameters of the film. A substrate
strains a thin film as long as the stress in the thin film is not large enough to
create defects that allow the thin film to (partially) relax to its bulk state.
Growth where the in-plane unit-cell size equals that of the film is called
coherent growth. One thing to note is that by using the substrate to strain
the film other structural distortions can also be imposed, either locally or
globally, on the film. In the DFT work described in this thesis, structural
changes induce by the substrates, aside from strain, are not taken into
account in the analysis. In general, it is assumed that no other structural
distortion of the substrate is passed into the film.

Perovskites are ideal materials to strain. Due to the oxygen back bone
structure, perovskites have similar but not exactly the same size due to
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the different cations possible in perovskites. Strain can also lead to defects
such as oxygen defects and when these occur in pairs they could even be
polar. This however does not create a ferroelectric material and is therefore
not included in the scope of this work. If perovskite are grown on top of
each other it is therefore often possible to strain one to the other. The
deformations in the perovskite caused by strain can change the symmetry
of the perovskite and thereby its properties. The SrTiO3 made by Haeni
et al. [3] was strained by growing it on a DyScO3 substrate that has a 1 %
larger unit cell than SrTiO3. This was sufficient to change the balance of
force in SrTiO3 resulting in a change of its symmetry from one that allows
oxygen octahedral rotations to one that allows ferroelectricity. This allowed
SrTiO3 to become ferroelectric as there was now a symmetry allowed axis
in the SrTiO3 where charge could move.

In general, determining whether a material is ferroelectric can be done
by studying the phonon modes. If a polar phonon mode goes soft without
another soft phonon mode present, a material could potentially be ferro-
electric. If other soft phonon modes are present, it needs to be checked
whether one of these modes will dominate or that they can coexist.

What is seen in the case of SrTiO3 is that polarization couples differ-
ently to strain than oxygen octahedral rotations. Therefore by changing
the strain state of SrTiO3 it is possible to bring out the polarization in
SrTiO3. In the case of the manganates that are described in section 2.3.2,
the coupling of the polar phonon mode to strain is also different than that of
the rotational phonon mode. Therefore also in the case of the manganates
strain can be used to make them ferroelectric. Other materials that can
become ferroelectric at a certain strain state are CaTiO3 [8], EuTiO3 [9],
PbVO3 [10] and REScO3 [11]. For this thesis the materials CaTiO3 [8] and
SrMnO3 [14, 15] were grown and this is described in chapter 5.

In the case of the binary oxides Bousquet et al. [12] show that the polar
phonon modes also couple to strain. For all single binary oxides they show
that a certain strain state is necessary for the ferroelectric phonon mode to
go soft. One option the BaO//SrO superlattice always has a ferroelectric
soft phonon mode, independent of strain state. This superlattice has been
grown and the description of the growth can be found in chapter 5.

2.4.2 Layering of materials

When growing oxide thin films, assuming we can achieve 2-D growth, it is
possible to grow different layer of material on top of each other and struc-
ture the films in one dimension to the atomic level. Layering of materials
in thin films is generally called building superlattices or hetero structures.
In the case of superlattices two or layers are alternately grown. In this
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chapter the none superlattice heterostructures are generally single material
thin films grown on a different type of substrate in order to implant strain
on the film. Layering of materials is done by using different targets during
PLD growth. While growing layered materials most often strain is induced
and further on in this chapter (section 2.4.4) this is discussed.

In the case of growing heterostructures the focus is generally on the
interface between the two materials. Due to the fact that these materials
couple at the interface new physics is possible here. An example is the
PbTiO3//SrTiO3 interface grown in superlattice form by Jiang et al. [20]
and Dawber et al. [21, 22]. Dawber et al. [21, 22] have measured larger
polarizations than expected at these interfaces, this increase in polariza-
tion was explained by Bousquet et al. [23]. They describe the interplay of
rotational and ferroelectric distortions at the SrTiO3-PbTiO3 interface and
show that this interplay induces ferroelectricity at the interface. Symme-
try analysis done by Rondinelli et al. [24] shows that a coupling between
the rotation and polarization in these superlattices exists. As this analy-
sis is done based on symmetry alone any material system with the same
symmetry should have the same coupling term.

That layering can alter the properties of ferroelectrics directly with-
out taking into account the interface effects is demonstrated with superlat-
tices containing 3 different layers called tri-color superlattices[25–29]. Here,
breaking of inversion symmetry leads to the possibility of new ferroelectric
properties due to symmetry lowering in the tri color superlattices. A small
review of these experiments and calculations is given in the next paragraph.

Sai et al. [25] showed that tri-color superlattices with broken inversion
symmetry can lead to materials with different up and down polarizations.
In the case of the tri-color superlattices they were built by Warusawith-
ana et al. [26] and Lee et al. [27]. These superlattices are special as they
break inversion symmetry and the remnant up polarization could be dif-
ferent from the remnant down polarization. Warusawithana et al. [26] was
not able to measure polarization but did measure an asymmetry in the di-
electric constant. Lee et al. [27] were able to measure the polarization but
not the asymmetry as they used a capacitor setup with different bottom
and top electrodes to measure the polarization in contrast to Lee et al. [27],
who used SrRuO3 for both top and bottom electrodes. Using different bot-
tom and top electrodes will result in asymmetric polarization even when
the ferroelectric material does not break inversion symmetry. One of the
interesting findings was that, while BaTiO3 is the only bulk ferroelectric
material in the superlattice, the polarization was not proportionally de-
creased by the amount of paraelectric CaTiO3 and SrTiO3 layers in the
system. On the contrary it seems that the superlattices have the same
or higher polarization as a full BaTiO3 film of the same thickness would.
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Using DFT, Nakhmanson et al. [28, 29] have calculated the asymmetric
polarization of the tri color superlattice as well as the polarization in the
CaTiO3 and SrTiO3. Their results match the results of the experiments by
Warusawithana et al. [26] and Lee et al. [27].

Similar to the tri color superlattices it is also possible to break inversion
symmetry in (111) oriented superlattices. In (111) oriented perovskites the
A and B layers repeat differently than they do in the (001) orientation.
In the (111) direction a repeatable unit cell contains three AO3 and three
B layers. To compare, in the (001) oriented perovskites thin films, a re-
peatable unit cell contains of 1 AO and 1 BO2 layer. This means that a
(111) oriented superlattice can break inversion symmetry using only two
materials instead of the three necessary for the (001) case. Their is one
prerequisite for this to be true and that is that the two different materials
in the (111) oriented superlattice have both different A atoms as well as
different B atoms. Chapter 6 is fully dedicated to this subject.

2.4.3 Changing the size of the metal atoms in a perovskite

In order to discuss which perovskites are ferroelectric it is useful to split
perovskites into two groups based on the tolerance factor, t = 1

√
2× (rO +

rA)/(rO + rB), where rO, rA and rB are the ionic radii of the O, A, and B
ions respectively[19]. One group is the materials with t > 1 These materi-
als are b-site driven because her the B-site ion is generally to small for its
site and can move. Most of the classical ferroelectrics like BaTiO3 belong
to this group. Perovskites with t < 1 are so called A-site driven materials
which generally prefer rotational distortions to ferroelectric distortions. An
example of these type of perovskites are the Pnma perovskites that have an
antiferrodistortive structure, e.g. LaMnO3. Exceptions to this are materi-
als with Pb or Bi on the A-site. In this case the O 2p - A 6s hybridization
leads to forces between the A-site ion and the Oxygen that will cause the
A-site ion to off-center in a ferroelectric distortion pattern instead of a
rotational pattern.

Recently studies of A-site substitutions have yielded interesting results,
such as an increase in tetragonality when alloying with small A-site ions[11,
30–32]. Another example where changing both the A-site and B-site ions
lead to interesting results is the work of Saito et al.[33]. In this case they
developed a textured material, (Li,Na,K)(Nb,Ta,Sb)O3 perovskite, that has
piezoelectric performance similar to that of PbTixZr1-xO3.
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2.4.4 Combining layering of materials and strain

In the previous sections mechanisms that lead to ferroelectricity were dis-
cussed in order to see if these can be used to predict new ferroelectric
materials. In this section we look at how existing ferroelectrics can be ma-
nipulated or combined to enhance ferroelectricity or to create new phases
of electricity. The list on controlling properties of perovskites from the in-
troduction chapter1 is applicable here. The most famous example of this is
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 where a specific Ti:Zr ratio leads to a lower symmetry
state that allows polarization rotation and also increases the piezoelectric
properties of this material.

One of the most widely used and thoroughly studied materials is
PbZrxTi1−xO3 (PZT), which in bulk shows an enhanced piezoelectric effect
near the rhombhohedral-tetragonal morphotropic phase boundary (MPB)
around x = 0.5. Noheda et al.[34, 35] explained this anomalous response
in connection with their discovery of a narrow wedge of monoclinic phase,
bridging between tetragonal and rhombohedral phases at the MPB. Look-
ing directly at the MPB a similar phase diagram appears in an Energy vs.
strain plot. If we discuss this problem in terms of energy minimization it is
best described by figure 2 from the paper of Dieguez et al.[36] shown here
as figure 2.1. This figure plots the elastic enthalpy against misfit strain
and shows the possible ways a ferroelectric thin film can transition from
having its elongated ferroelectric axis out-of-plane (c phase) to a mate-
rial with its ferroelectric axis in-plane (a or aa phase). In some cases this
transition goes through an intermediate phase. Figure 2.1a shows how the
transition from c to aa phase is bridged by a monoclinic phase and figure
2.1b shows how a paraelectric phase bridges the c to aa phase. However
as can be seen in figure 2.1c-d it is possible that the lowest energy of the
monoclinic phase or paraelectric phase is not lower than that of the c or
aa phase. If we look at 2.1c, the energy of a monoclinic phase is drawn
and there is a region for which it is lower in energy than either the c or a
phase. However as the straight line indicates there is room in the energy
diagram to have a mixed phase consisting of c and aa domains. In this
case the domain wall energy will drive up the energy beyond the straight
line drawn, but possibly still below the monoclinic phase energy. If we look
at first-principle calculations PbTiO3 has a diagram similar to 2.1c but we
would expect PbTiO3//PbZrO3 at the morphotropic phase boundary to
follow diagram 2.1a. This explains the existence of a monoclinic phase in
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 from a first principle perspective and Bellaiche et al. [37]
have confirmed that a mono-clinic state is the lowest energy structure for
PbTiO3//PbZrO3. The same is shown for PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices
by Bungaro et al. [38]. A further study on PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices
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Figure 2.1: Sketches of different behaviors found for the elastic en-
thalpy curves of the most stable phases. Solid circles show where
two parabolas meet. Empty circles show the points where a tie line
meets a parabola. The curves that meet at the circles do so with equal
first derivatives. Panels (a) and (b) are representative of c-r-aa and
c-p-aa or c-p-a sequences of phase transitions. Panels (c) and (d)
illustrate the cases where formation of domains occurs in going from

the c to the aa or to the a phases.

in chapter 7 shows that by putting a superlattice in different strain states
new symmetry states of the material can be found with new ferroelectric
properties. Chapter 5 describes an attempt to grow PbTiO3//PbZrO3 su-
perlattices. If successful this would have been able to prove the existence
of the monoclinic phase in PbTiO3//PbZrO3.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter both the forces necessary in a crystal to achieve ferroelec-
tricity and the growth mechanisms that can be used to enhance these forces
were discussed. A summary of all materials discussed in this chapter can be
found in table 2.1. In the forthcoming chapters we will discuss how these
materials can be grown. We will start in the first chapters focussing on
growth techniques which are needed to assist in growing ferroelectrics. In
the following chapters the materials that are marked bold in the table will
be discussed.
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Theoretical Experimental

d0 SrTiO3 [1, 2] SrTiO3 [3]
hybridization CaTiO3 [8] (5)

EuTiO3 [9]
PbVO3 [10]
REScO3 [11]

PbTiO3//SrTiO3 [23] PbTiO3//SrTiO3 [20–22]
Tri-color [28, 29] Tri-color [26, 27]

dx CaMnO3 [13]
hybridization BaMnO3 [15]

SrMnO3 [14] (5)

O2p-A6s PbTiO3 [4] BiFeO3 [16]
hybridization BiMnO3 [5]

PbTixZr1-xO3 [36, 37] PbTixZr1-xO3 [34, 35]
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 [38] (5,6)

geometric FE YMnO3 [5, 6, 17]
REMnO3 [5, 6, 17]

Binary oxides AO [12] (5)

Table 2.1: This table gives an overview of all materials that are dis-
cussed in this chapter. The bold materials were also studied in this
thesis with references to the corresponding chapter behind it in brack-

ets.
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Chapter 3

SrRuO3- nanowires
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3.1 Outline

The first question that was posed for this thesis was: Is growth of materials
understood such that one can predict the structure of any grown material
based on the deposition conditions and the material used as substrate? In
this chapter we look at an example of a model that has the potential to be
able to predict growth. This model is the solid-on-solid model, which tries
to predict growth based on modeling the thermal diffusion of an atom or
molecule on the surface based on the diffusion barriers it sees. A plot de-
picting these diffusion barriers can be seen in Fig. 3.2. We use some special
growth structures that we have seen, SrRuO3 nanowires, to demonstrate
the validity of this model.

With the development of single terminated SrTiO3 substrates, by Kawasaki
et al.[1] and Koster et al. [2], it became possible to grow hetero epitaxial
films on a substrate with an atomically smooth interface. The reason that
single terminated surfaces are so important for coherent growth is that dif-
ferent termination can bond differently with the grown material and if the
difference is large enough this will impede coherent growth. An example
where this is the case is SrRuO3 on DyScO3 growth. What will happen
to the growth of SrRuO3 on a mixed terminated DyScO3 substrate will be
described in this chapter.

3.2 Introduction

Thin film deposition techniques that allow for atomic control of perovskite-
type oxides, have been used to build artificial crystal structures bottom up
by stacking unit-cell high layers of different materials on top of each other.
These layered structures result in new and appealing functionality, for ex-
ample by creating a conducting interface between two insulating materials
[3], enhancement of ferro-electricity by breaking symmetry [4] or result in
superconductivity when creating a superlattice BaCuO2/(Sr,Ca)CuO2[5].

To understand how to achieve atomic control in such complex oxides, it
is helpful to represent the perovskite ABO3 crystal by alternating planes of
AO and BO2 as depicted in Fig. 3.1a. Both types of layers can be present
at the surface of a (001) cut single crystal. To date, a lot of effort has
been put in (chemical) methods in order to obtain starting surfaces with a
single termination [2, 6] (either AO or BO2), which are optimal for the two
dimensional, vertical layered structures. At the same time, growth studies
revealed that kinetics depend strongly on the type of surface termination.

In an interesting case of SrRuO3 , the termination switches from B-site
to A-site during growth, while a correlated change in kinetic growth mode
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Figure 3.1: (a) Cubic perovskite unit cell showing alternating planes
of AO and BO2. (b) A schematic representation of an vicinal and
ordered mixed terminated surface consisting of 1

2
u.c. steps down

and 3

2
u.c. steps upwards. (c) A schematic representation of the

resulting morphology after growth of a termination sensitive material
on a mixed terminated substrate.

is observed[7]. Therefore, a scenario where both terminations are present
at the surface could offer interesting possibilities of both vertical as well
as lateral kinetically controlled crystal growth. In-plane control of atomic
ordering in artificial crystal structures can lead to a whole host of new
possibilities to create materials with new or enhanced functionality. One
example where in-plane ordering has already been achieved is [8, 9] where
phase separation is used as a mechanism for in-plane control. Moreover,
one could exploit the mixed termination to fabricate epitaxial low dimen-
sional structures such as nanowires and nanodots. To achieve this two
important prerequisites have to be fulfilled: 1) the substrate must show an
ordered distribution of AO and BO2 terminated domains and 2) subsequent
heteroepitaxy must be sensitive to the chemical nature of the termination.
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Figure 3.2: a)AFM micrograph of an annealed DyScO3 surface, the
inset show the friction image of the same surface. b)The figure shows
the energy barriers that a particle come across when diffusing along
a surface. EA and EB describe the difference in barrier height that
a particle can meet on different terminated surfaces. EES give the
Erlich Schoeble barrier that particles have to cross when going across

a step edge.

Yet, to date not many systems have shown to exhibit such ordered
termination, but rather a random distribution of the two possible termina-
tions. [10] In some cases, the minority termination (after chemical etching)
appears to be stabilized by the existing vicinal steps on the surface. Sub-
sequent hetero-epitaxy of metallic and magnetic SrRuO3 on these surfaces
exhibits a morphology with trenches or elongated islands, clearly correlated
with the underlying substrate vicinal steps [11–14]. Initially the growth of
these ordered morphologies on SrTiO3 substrates was attributed to the
substrate step edges [11, 12]. Recently this vision was revised and the
formation of a correlated morphology on SrTiO3 is being explained by a
difference in addatom sticking coefficient between both surface terminations
[15]. A similar behavior was found when SrRuO3 was grown on LaAlO3[16].
An overview of this work is given by Sanchez et. al.[17].

One reason why SrRuO3 thin films are interesting is that they are often
used as an electrode for ferroelectric materials. In order to use it, they need
to be grown flat. Otherwise it is not possible to grow superlattices or any
other kind of well defined structure on these substrates. One example of
what would impede for example superlattice growth can be seen in Fig. 3.3.
In this case SrRuO3 has been grown on annealed DyScO3 and produces an
island structure that is clearly not useful to grow superlattice thin films
on and investigate there properties. In this chapter it will be shown that
the island growth is due to different terminations on the DyScO3 surface
and that by eliminating one termination, thus having a single terminated
surface, it is possible to grow atomically flat films. In the remainder of the
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chapter it will be explained how growth on a mixed terminated surface is
used to build 3-D features and that this can be modeled using a solid-on-
solid model.

Figure 3.3: AFM micrograph of SrRuO3 island growth on a DyScO3

surface.

Here we study the mixed terminated variant of (110)o DyScO3 which
will be shown to be clearly ordered after prolonged annealing and shows the
required sensitivity to the termination during heteroepitaxy. On DyScO3

substrates the areas of different surface termination align along the step
edges, as depicted in Fig. 3.1b. Subsequent growth of SrRuO3 results in
a nanowire pattern, where the nanowires lie parallel to and attached to
the step-edges of the DyScO3 substrate, schematically drawn in Fig. 3.1c.
A model to explain the nanowire formation is provided, which assumes
that the two terminations exhibit different diffusion barriers, as was earlier
suggested by Rijnders et al [7]. By applying a Monte Carlo model and
assuming a difference in the surface diffusion barrier, this model results in
preferential nucleation on one termination. Material is deposited on both
surface terminations where it diffuses, nucleates and forms nanowires on
the plane with the lowest diffusion barrier. First we will show this effect is
stronger on DyScO3 substrates compared to SrTiO3 substrates (see section
3.4). Secondly the results of a Solid-on-Solid (SOS) type model is used to
explain the growth mechanism (see section 3.5).

This chapter is organized as follows, first we examine the DyScO3 sur-
face and look at what kind of effects this can have on the growth on this
surface. Second we use a solid-on-solid model to demonstrate how the
growth works and show that it can describe the features grown on the dif-
ferent terminated DyScO3 surfaces shown in the first part of the chapter.
Finally we discuss how this model can be used to achieve desired growth
(Whether these are islands, nanowires or atomically flat films).
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3.3 Methods

The template used for all experiments is DyScO3 (110), an orthorhombic
perovskite with a pseudo-cubic lattice constant ap = 3.944 nm. Vicinal
substrates with a miscut angle of approximately 0.1 degree were selected
and annealed in a tube furnace at 1000 ◦C under oxygen flow for different
periods of time. SrRuO3 (ap = 3.93) is deposited on top of the DyScO3

substrates using Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). SrRuO3 nanowires were
coherently grown at 670 ◦C using a growth pressure of 0.3 mbar in a gas
mixture consisting of 50% Ar and 50% O2. A 248 nm wavelength KrF ex-
cimer laser was used to ablate SrRuO3 at a repetition rate of 1 Hz and at an
energy density of 2.1 J/cm2. The surface was monitored during growth us-
ing high pressure RHEED. The substrate and film surface morphology were
studied using an ex situ Veeco ICON dimension AFM or an in situ Omi-
cron Matrix SPM. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed
using a Bruker D8 diffractometer.

In order to create the desired template, DyScO3 crystals were annealed
for different periods of time, resulting in different ratios of ordered areas of
both surface terminations. The morphology studied by contact-mode AFM
of two annealed DyScO3 substrates cut from the same larger substrate is
shown in Fig. 3.4. The resulting surface morphologies in Fig. 3.4a,c, show
1.5 unit cell (u.c.) steps as well as 0.5 u.c. steps in an ordered fashion.
Most terraces are about 200 nm wide and show 50 nm wide areas offset by
half a unit cell. These offset also give rise to a strong contrast in the si-
multaneously recorded friction force images (Fig. 3.4b,d) indicating a local
difference in tip-surface interaction. The offset terrace areas therefore likely
correspond to different surface terminations, i.e. AO and BO2. The sub-
strate depicted in Fig. 3.4a,b was annealed for 30 minutes, the step edges
are curved and islands of different terminated regions are still present on
the terrace. A part of the same original substrate was annealed for 4 hours,
depicted in Fig. 3.4c-e, showing well ordered areas of mixed termination
aligned parallel to the straight step edges. A line profile of a double ter-
minated substrate is shown in Fig. 3.4e, the horizontal lines are spaced by
0.2 nm as a guide to the eyes, indicating 0.2 nm and 0.6 nm high steps.
Part of the same original substrate annealed for 8 hours, no longer showed
clear mixed termination. Substrates with a vicinal angle below 0.1◦, thus
showing large terraces, can show mixed termination, however we did no
record well ordered line shaped patterns along the step edges.
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Figure 3.4: 1 × 1 µm AFM height (a,c) and friction maps (b,d) of
DyScO3 substrates after annealing for 30 minutes (a,b) and 4 hours
(c,d). The height images show a surface morphology as drawn in fig-
ure 3.1, the friction contrast confirms a different surface termination.
(e) Height profile of (c) indicating 0.2 nm steps down and 0.6 nm

steps upwards, dotted lines are spaced 0.2 nm apart.

3.4 Results and discussion

The first prerequisite for this type of nanowire growth is now fulfilled, well-
ordered areas of different surface terminations. The substrate templates
depicted in Fig. 3.5 are used as a starting template for growth of SrRuO3.
After growth of 300 pulses of SrRuO3 by PLD on the double terminated
DyScO3 substrates the template lateral morphology is maintained and mul-
tiple unit-cell high nanowires are formed. Fig. 3.5a shows that the SrRuO3
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Figure 3.5: (a) STM image after growth of 300 pulses SrRuO3 on
the DyScO3 substrate depicted in 3.4a. (b) STM image after growth
of 300 pulses on the substrate depicted in 3.4b. (c) SEM image of
SrRuO3 nanowires and a line profile of this height map (d)Height

profile of (a).

morphology reflects the original substrate termination (Fig. 3.4a). Wires
grow on one of the terminations while the other termination likely remains
uncovered. Here also SrRuO3 columns grow on circular shaped terraces
of substrate. Apparently SrRuO3 grows on the lower lying surface areas
of Fig. 3.4a. Fig. 3.5b-d show that if the substrate mixed termination is
well ordered: the growth results in well defined nanowires. SrRuO3 mimics
the original surface termination during growth, now resulting in an array
of nanowires. The nanowires are up to 8 nm in height, which corresponds
to 20 pseudo-cubic unit-cells. The growth speed of SrRuO3 at the given
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growth conditions is 30 pulses per monolayer. In this case 300 pulses were
grown, resulting in an expected 10 ML thick film. The volume of the 20
ML heigh nanowires matches the volume of a 10ML smooth film. From
this it was concluded that all the deposited materials sticks to the surface
and accumulates in the nanowire structure. Therefore the process involved
must be diffusion related and a SOS model is well suited to describe this
growth, as will be discussed below.

The crystal quality of these nanowires is verified using in situ RHEED
and ex situ XRD. Fig. 3.6a shows a reciprocal space map of the DyScO3

(444), (260), (444̄) and (620) and the SrRuO3 film peaks. The aligned in-
film peaks indicate epitaxial growth without twinning, they are elongated
due to finite size effects caused by the limited nanowire height. This is also
indicated by RHEED patterns taken before, Fig. 3.6b, and after, Fig. 3.6c,
growth. Both show a clear 2D pattern, indicating that the surface is flat
when viewed at gracing incidence. XRD maps and RHEED confirm that
the nanowires are grown coherently, similar to growth of a smooth film. At
the used growth conditions SrRuO3 grows in a steady-state growth mode
after the first monolayer (not shown).

The wire patterns were analyzed using a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) and ex situ Tunneling AFM (TUNA). The SEM image depicted
in Fig. 3.7d of the wires reveals the long range order of the nanowires,
in a single SEM image wires of 25 µm long were found and most of the
wires are probably much longer, since the long range order is determined
by the mixed termination aligned along the step edges. The step edges are
known to be ordered on the entire 5x5 mm substrate. TUNA micrographs
depicted in Fig. 3.7a-c indicate a strong contrast in electrical properties
between the nanowires and the area between the nanowires. The wires are
conducting while the DyScO3 substrate is insulating. This is in agreement
with the growth model suggested, where little or no SrRuO3 grows on the
DyO terminated surface areas. The nanowires are ordered and well-isolated
over large areas as shown by the SEM image depicted in Fig. 3.7d.

3.5 How the solid on solid model explains the

SrRuO3 nanowire growth

The measured diffusion driven self organization has been studied using a
SOS model[18, 19]. Such a model is well suited to describe the initial
growth of SrRuO3 on single terminated substrates [7]. The assumption
here is that the type of species moving on the surface are pseudo-cubic
unit cells. The assumption works for modeling nanowires, nevertheless it
would be very interesting to test in the future what is actually moving
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Figure 3.6: (a) XRD reciprocal space map of the (444)o, (260)o,
(444̄)o and (620)o peaks on a nanowire film, show a strained SrRuO3

film. (b) RHEED image of a mixed terminated DyScO3 substrate
before growth. (c) RHEED image SrRuO3 nanowires.

on the surface. A crystal lattice of 512x128 u.c. with periodic boundary
conditions was used to study the initial growth on substrates with areas of
different termination. The model is based on an Arrhenius type of equa-
tion which relates temperature and energy barriers for diffusion to a single
diffusivity value. The diffusivity, DS = D0exp(−ES+n∗EN

kBT
) is calculated for

each lattice site, based on an the local temperature T , energy barrier for
diffusion, ES and an interaction energy between neighboring atoms, EN .
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Figure 3.7: (a) Tunnelling AFM (TUNA) height image of the
nanowires pattern also depicted in figure 3.5a, (b) corresponding
TUNA signal with an applied bias voltage of 50 mV. (c) overlay of the
height and TUNA signal profiles (d) Scanning Electron Microscope

image of a nanowire pattern, inset shows an zoomed image.

To simulate a mixed terminated substrate, the local ES values are changed
to create areas of different diffusivity. The areas with a relatively low dif-
fusivity act as sink sites with a high probability of nucleation, gathering
all the deposited material. Fig. 3.8 shows simulation results for growth
of 0, 1, 30 and 60 pulses, corresponding to nanowires of 0, 0.07, 2 and
4 ML high respectively of SrRuO3 on a mixed terminated substrate with
an ES difference of 0.3 eV, here 60 pulses corresponds to the amount of
two full monolayers. Longer simulations show the same pattern continuing
where the wires slowly close at roughly the same speed as they grow up-
wards. From varying all the model inpute parameters it was determined
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that the ES difference is the main driver for whether nanowires will grow
on the substrate or not. The starting template is depicted in Fig. 3.8a, it
has steps of 170 u.c. wide and a 50% mixed terminated surface ordered
along the step edges. During growth material nucleates onto areas with
a low diffusivity. When growth is continued a nanowire pattern appears,
where wires grow in height and width simultaneously, but at different rates.
Ideally one would like to combine a strong sensitivity to different surface
terminations and a large diffusion length to create well-isolated nanowires.
In other simulations, low diffusion lengths result in undesired nucleation on
all terraces. A high growth temperature decreases the sensitivity to differ-
ent chemical terminations, also resulting in unwanted nucleation. However
a high temperature does increase the diffusion length. Using the proposed
mechanism, the growth temperature can be optimized to facilitate wire
growth and prevent nucleation in between the nanowires.

3.6 Conclusions

We have obtained coherently grown SrRuO3 nanowires on a DyScO3 double
terminated template by means of self-organization on one of the surface ter-
minations. This self-organized growth is shown to result from a difference
in surface diffusivity on the different chemical terminations. This differ-
ence in diffusivity is qualitatively modelled using a solid-on-solid model
in order to confirm the selective growth. By using this diffusivity driven
self-organization during PLD growth, coherent nanoscale structures can be
manufactured. This can be used to study the physical properties of com-
plex oxides with reduced dimensions or as a starting point to create laterally
controlled hetero-structures. In the latter case, their in-plane interaction
could lead to a vast range of unexplored physical properties. However be-
fore the solid on solid model can effectively be used, a method, like for
example DFT, for calculating the parameters (e.g. surface barriers of the
different terminations) driving the model should be found.
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Chapter 4

Growing materials on (111)
oriented substrates,
specifically SrTiO3 and
CaTiO3
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4.1 Outline

In this chapter, we continue further with answering the question: Is growth
of materials understood such that one can predict the structure of any
grown material based on the deposition conditions and the material used
as substrate? In this case a particular system of perovskites that have
a polar surface, pseudo-cubic (111) oriented perovskites, is studied. The
question that will be answered in this chapter is how growing on a polar
surface of a (111) oriented perovskite impacts the structure of the first
few layers grown. Other materials with polar surfaces like (001) oriented
LaAlO3 in the LaAlO3-SrTiO3 system have been extensively studied by
many groups, first by Ohtomo et al. [1]. For atomically smooth surfaces
and interfaces of perovskite oxide materials, polar (111) surfaces pose a
particular challenge as they will reconstruct. Here, the effect of the use
of screening buffer layers on the epitaxial growth on such polar surfaces is
investigated. Both transmission electron microscopy and in situ reflective
high energy electron diffraction data imply that the buffer layers, SrRuO3

or LaAlO3, restore a near bulk-like termination at growth temperature,
allowing for coherent growth of BiFeO3 and CaTiO3. The outcome of this
study provided valuable input for the studies presented in chapters 5 and 6

4.2 Introduction

An interesting crystalline orientation in the perovskite system to use for
strain engineering or fabricating superlattices is the (111) direction. The
(111) direction is interesting because it can be used to grow (111) oriented
superlattices and these superlattices of perovskites can result in artificial
double perovskites [2, 3]. Another example is work done by Xiao et al. [4]
which shows that it is possible to build a topological insulator by grow-
ing in the (111) direction. Most of our knowledge has been gained by the
many heteroepitaxial systems involving cubic (001) substrates like SrTiO3

in which case the surface and interface with the film perovskite structure
has been well studied. From these studies it has become clear that a per-
ovskite substrate surface needed for growing thin films layer-by-layer fulfills
three important criteria: 1) single termination; 2) a stable interface with
air/vacuum without major reconstructions and 3) a stable interface with
the film material.

An overview of surface treatments for different terminations is given
by Sanchez et al.[5]. In the classic case of cubic (001) SrTiO3 surfaces,
single TiO2 surface termination can be achieved by a chemical etch [6] and
the stability of SrTiO3-vacuum interface poses no problems, as the surface
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layer (SrO or TiO2) bears no net charge. Only when a polar material with
nominally charged layers is deposited onto neutral SrTiO3, the system has
to resolve the polar discontinuity hence created, Nakagawa et al. [7]. For
the (pseudo)cubic (001) orientation of a material with nominally charged
AO and BO2 layers criteria 1) and 2) do pose problems, such as with
the rare earth scandates. It has been shown that for the latter group of
materials, a chemical etch can be employed. Apparently, the unavoidable
reconstruction of the charged surface is not too severe, although a detailed
structural analysis of the reconstructed surfaces still lacks. Kleibeuker et
al. [8] demonstrated that perfect epitaxy can be achieved on these treated
surfaces.

For a system with (110) orientation, criterion 3) is always met from the
nominal charge point of view, see also Mukunoki et al. [9]. However, as
the surface always is charged, criteria 1) and 2) are less straightforward.
Mukunoki et al. [9] address this issue by showing that a single terminated
(110) SrTiO3 surface is obtained after deposition of a very thin homoepi-
taxial SrTiO3 layer at low oxygen pressures, the excess charge build up
being compensated by oxygen vacancies.

Now for SrTiO3 (111) none of the criteria are trivial: First, single ter-
minated (111) surfaces are always polar and will reconstruct. As we will
see, even though single termination can be achieved [10, 11], criterion 2)
poses a problem because the inadvertent surface reconstruction prevents
coherent growth of the first (few) monolayers of the film material. Such
growth could lead to a multitude of morphological effects on these recon-
structed surfaces, such as disrupted or intermixed interfaces and rough or
three dimensional growth. Second, even when coherent growth does occur,
polar discontinuous interfaces can occur, leading to a polar catastrophe. In
that case, Nakagawa et al. [7] propose that there are two ways in which a
material system prevents a polar catastrophe. One is by the intermixing of
atoms between the two interfacial layers and the other is by the movement
of electrons which is possible if there are multivalent atoms present.

There is an additional option: metallic screening; when materials at the
interface are sufficiently conducting at deposition conditions free charge can
screen and therefore stop the polar catastrophe without necessitating in-
termixing. Moreover, by introducing screening, the originally polar surface
can also be restored to bulk termination or prevented from reconstructing,
allowing for coherent growth. In this chapter, to investigate the possibility
of screening, we study CaTiO3 and BiFeO3 films grown on pseudo-cubic
(111) oriented LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 substrates, respectively. Both systems
are examples where there is an interface with materials that have differently
charged layers. In the case of SrTiO3 and CaTiO3 they are alternating 4+
4- layers and in the case of LaAlO3 and BiFeO3 they are alternating 3+
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3- layers, neither criteria is fulfilled. In both cases problems occur during
growth directly on the substrate, regardless of treatment.

300 nm 300 nm

100 nm

(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a)An AFM micrograph of a (111) oriented SrTiO3 sub-
strate that was treated using the Koster et al.[6] method. (b)An AFM
micrograph of a chemically etched LaAlO3 substrate after it was an-
nealed for 1 hour at 1000 oC The etching was done in two steps with
first a 12 M concentration of NaOH and then with a 1 M concentra-
tion of NaOH. The smooth step edges and height profile shown below
indicate a single terminated surface with steps of 0.22 nm. The inset
shows an AFM micrograph of a (111) oriented LaAlO3 substrate that
was annealed for 1 hour at a 1000 oC without any chemical treatment.

As will be shown, in the case of BiFeO3 on SrTiO3 this leads to 3D
growth of the BiFeO3 layer on SrTiO3. CaTiO3 grows reasonably well on
LaAlO3 substrates however when the interface is studied with reflective
high energy electron diffraction data (RHEED) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) the interface unit cell layer appears to be more disor-
dered than the subsequent unit cell layers. Here, we will investigate the
possibility of screening, either by deposition of a conducting epitaxial layer
or by rendering the substrate conducting. For BiFeO3 often an electrode
material is used, such as SrRuO3; in the case of CaTiO3 on LaAlO3, LaAlO3

becomes sufficiently conducting at high temperatures, making screening a
real option. For the latter system, it turns out to be necessary to ap-
ply a few homoepitaxially grown monolayers in order to restore the room
temperature reconstructed surface to an appropriate, ’less’ reconstructed,
template at the growth temperature.

4.3 Methods

To achieve epitaxial heterostructures smooth single terminated pseudo-
cubic (111) oriented substrates are necessary. The SrTiO3 substrates were
treated using the method[6] Koster et al. describe for treating (001) ori-
ented substrates the results are shown in figure 4.1. The LaAlO3 substrates
were first etched with 12 M NaOH followed by a rinse with 1 M NaOH. Af-
ter this they were annealed for one hour. The resulting LaAlO3 substrates
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can be seen in figure 4.1. The atomic force microscope (AFM) topography
images both show a smooth substrate with well ordered steps, however the
image of the unetched substrate shows very rough step edges while the im-
age of the treated substrate shows smooth step edges. Friction AFM shows
no contrast when measuring these surfaces both before and after treating
the surface and are not shown.

Depositions were done with PLD and monitored with high pressure
RHEED. Both the intensity of the specular spot as the RHEED diffractions
patterns are used to demonstrate the growth. Both BiFeO3 and CaTiO3

were grown from sintered targets. AFM was used to show the substrates are
smoothly terminated. A Philips CM300ST-FEG Twin/STEM operating at
300kV with a resolution of 2.3 Å was used to study the crystal properties
of the interfaces of our samples.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 4.2: a) and b) show the RHEED pattern before and after the
BiFeO3 growth without buffer layer. c), d) and e) show the RHEED
pattern before the buffer layer growth, after the buffer layer growth

and after the BiFeO3 layer growth.

4.4 Results

Here the results for CaTiO3 growth on LaAlO3 substrates and BiFeO3

growth on SrTiO3 substrates are presented.

4.4.1 SrTiO3 (111) oriented substrates

In figure 4.2 RHEED patterns are shown, indicating the difference between
growth of BiFeO3 directly on a (111) oriented SrTiO3 substrate and growth
of BiFeO3 on the same substrate with a buffer layer of SrRuO3 in be-
tween. The diffraction patterns during growth show that BiFeO3 immedi-
ately grows in a 3D (see figure 4.2b) growth mode, given the square lattice
transmission type pattern. However as is shown in figure 4.2c-e, when using
a SrRuO3 buffer layer the BiFeO3 will grow in a 2D growth mode for at
least 10nm, as judged by the 2D-nature of the diffraction pattern (streaks
plus 2D spots).
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4.4.2 LaAlO3 (111) oriented substrates
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Figure 4.3: (color online) The RHEED oscillations during the first
two monolayers of growth are shown for CaTiO3 grown directly on
(111) LaAlO3 (blue line), for the LaAlO3 buffer layer grown on
LaAlO3(green line), for CaTiO3 grown on a LaAlO3 buffer layer (red
line) and for CaTiO3 grown on a LaAlO3 buffer layer that has been
cooled down before the CaTiO3 deposition (black line). The insert
shows the RHEED oscillations for CaTiO3 grown directly on (111)

LaAlO3.

Figure 4.3 shows the first two oscillations during CaTiO3 film growth on
LaAlO3 and for the growth of an LaAlO3 buffer layer. This figure demon-
strates two different kinds of growth, type 1, where the first RHEED oscil-
lation maximum has a lower intensity than the second RHEED oscillation
maximum and type 2, where the first RHEED oscillation maximum has a
higher intensity than the second. The lower RHEED oscillation maximum
for type 1 growth shows that the surface of this material after 1 monolayer
is much rougher than in the case of type 2 growth, which shows the struc-
ture of the first monolayer is different in the case of type 1 growth. The
figure shows RHEED data for four samples during growth, two showing
type 1 growth and two showing type 2 growth. When CaTiO3 is deposited
directly on the substrate, type 1 growth is achieved (blue line). If, on the
other hand, CaTiO3 is grown onto the buffer layer of LaAlO3, both the
LaAlO3 and CaTiO3 show type 2 growth (green and red line respectively).
If the CaTiO3 is grown on a buffer layer of LaAlO3 that has been cooled
down and heated up before the CaTiO3 growth type 1 growth is again
achieved (black line). TEM data, shown in figure 4.4, of the LaAlO3 -
CaTiO3 interface shows a very different interface for the CaTiO3 film with
homoepitaxial buffer compared to the one without such a layer.

During a deposition run the conductance of the LaAlO3 substrate and
film was measured to check whether the LaAlO3 substrate or film is ca-
pable of screening the polar interface. This was done by attaching gold
bonds to the substrate on the heater allowing for an in-situ measurement
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during PLD growth. This was done using a four point measurement with a
standard Kiethley mulitmeter. The measurement showed an onset of mea-
surable conductivity at 400o C and a decreasing resistance as the substrate
temperature increased.

(b)(a)

Figure 4.4: TEM images of the LaAlO3 - CaTiO3 interfaces. (a)
Showing clear dislocations at the interface between the CaTiO3 and
the LaAlO3. (b) showing a coherent interface due to the presence
of the buffer layer, discernible as a slightly lighter contrast for three

layers indicated by the dashed lines

The crystal structure of the LaAlO3 - CaTiO3 interface can be seen
in the TEM pictures in figure 4.4 for both the CaTiO3 layer that is grown
directly on the substrate and the CaTiO3 layer that is grown on the buffered
substrate. The CaTiO3 layer grown with buffer layer shows an interface
where the fringes continue from the substrate materials to the film material,
as opposed to the TEM image of the CaTiO3 layer grown directly onto
the (111) LaAlO3 substrate indicating a structural reconstruction at the
LaAlO3 - CaTiO3 interface.

To check the plausibility of the removal of a surface reconstruction we
turn to figures 4.5a-b) showing the RHEED before and after the LaAlO3

buffer layer growth. Here, mainly diffraction peaks are visible that belong
to a bulk-like surface termination. On the other hand, turning to figure
4.5c additional diffraction peaks point to a unit cell doubling of the surface
mesh upon cooling down the LaAlO3 buffer layer to room temperature,
compatible with reconstruction. The appearance of a reconstructed sur-
face is consistent with the fact that LaAlO3 is highly insulating at room
temperature.

4.5 Discussion

In the case of BiFeO3 on SrTiO3 the material almost immediately grows
in a 3D growth mode if it is grown directly on the SrTiO3(e.g. [12]).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.5: a) RHEED pattern (for the (11-2) planes) of the LaAlO3

substrate b) RHEED pattern after the growth of the LaAlO3 buffer
layer c) RHEED pattern after the LaAlO3 buffer layer has been cooled
down. The white arrows indicate the positions of the diffraction peaks.

Apparently, the wetting of the film material is severely hampered by the
reconstructed polar surface. However, if it is grown with a conducting buffer
layer of SrRuO3 it grows in a 2D growth mode. The explanation for the
coherent growth of the two (111) oriented materials on a buffer layer, which
is conducting at growth temperature, can be found in the possible screening
that the buffer layers provide. For the BiFeO3 case with the SrRuO3 buffer
layer, this scenario is relatively trivial, as SrRuO3 is metallic, even at the
growth temperature.

For CaTiO3 on LaAlO3 the situation is more subtle; the RHEED inten-
sity data during growth show that only the first monolayer grows differently
from the rest of the film. This behavior is subsequently altered by using
a few monolayers thick homoepitaxial buffer layer. The argument for a
screening scenario in this case is that the LaAlO3 buffer layer only works if
it is kept at elevated temperature (700o C) before the next layer is grown
on top. When it is cooled down the effect of growing a proper interface is
negated, since LaAlO3 at room temperature is a good insulator and recon-
struction needs to occur. The absence of a reconstruction is corroborated
by both the TEM images in figure 4.4 and the RHEED images in figure 4.5.
It must be noted that it is possible that the conductivity of the LaAlO3 is
not high enough to fully screen the polarity in the LaAlO3, which would be
1/2 electron per unit cell. It is therefore proposed that a relaxation takes
place, involving mostly the lighter oxygen anions, partially countering the
polar build up but allowing for coherent growth of the CaTiO3 from the
very first unit cell layer. A thorough structural analysis of the LaAlO3

surface by for example surface X-ray diffraction or AFM/STM could reveal
the exact nature of this relaxation.
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4.6 Conclusion

The structural analysis of two polar (111) epitaxial systems before and after
the introduction of a conducting buffer layer clearly shows that including
the buffer layer alters the growth of the (111) perovskites, resulting in 2D
growth with buffer layer. It is proposed that screening or partial screening
of the polarity at the surface allows for 2D growth. Nevertheless it is possi-
ble to give an alternative explanation for the results with buffer layer. This
gives sufficient confidence that we can use these techniques in the growth
of CaTiO3, described in chapter 5 and the growth of (111) superlattices
described in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Growth of artificial
perovskite phases that are
predicted to be ferroelectric
by DFT
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5.1 Outline

One of the sub questions with respect to our goal, making ferroelectrics
on demand, was to investigate the current status of growth and theory
knowledge. This has been already discussed in chapter 2. Here the hypoth-
esis formulated in that chapter is going to be tested. The hypothesis was:
While attempting to grow a certain global structure with PLD, the nature
of PLD growth will introduce local structure in the material grown. The
PLD induced local structure will have a negligible effect on the properties of
the material grown. The properties will be determined by the global struc-
ture of the material grown. To proper analyze the relation between growth
and structure one would like to search for all possible point defects[1, 2] in
each grown film, e.g. Schottky defects and Frenkel defects. A full list can
be found in Defects in solids[1] or Understanding solids[2]. In this work
detailed measurements to determine the type of defects in the film were
not done and therefore strict conclusions why some materials did not show
evidence of ferroelectricity cannot be drawn and the results are discussed
in terms of local and global structure only.

To refresh (for detailed explanation see chapter 1): In a material global
structure implies all elements of structure that are seen periodically in the
crystal lattice, in the case of this thesis the structure of the materials as
calculated by DFT. Local structure implies all forms of structure that cause
disturbances in the crystal lattice, e.g. defects and interfaces between two
materials. To test the hypothesis it was attempted to build some of the
most promising new ferroelectric materials discussed in chapter 2 and see
if ferroelectricity can be achieved. To investigate whether locally induced
structure has an effect on the properties of a material, we need materials
with and without local structure structure. If the growth induced local
structure in materials (e.g. defects) can be controlled or is of no influence
to the properties of a material, it should be possible to grow a desired
global structure. If this global structure is subsequently predicted to be
ferroelectric by DFT this allows us to create a new ferroelectric material.

To represent materials without local structure, the results from DFT
calculations are used. Due to the fact that DFT makes use of periodic
boundaries, it is ideal for predicting the properties of materials without local
structure, as a small unit cell can be used, leading to short calculations.
Local structure by its natures requires the use of large unit cells, which
leads to prohibitively large calculation times.

To represent materials with a local structure present, PLD grown ma-
terials are used. PLD introduces this local structure for a variety of reasons
of which some are:, imperfect targets, imperfect gasses and the structure
of the substrate surface layer being different than the bulk structure.
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Assuming the DFT calculations are correct and the material is grown
in the global structure that matches the DFT prediction, the difference in
properties between the DFT calculated properties and the measured prop-
erties are then due to local structure in the material. In this way the effect
of local structure in materials on their properties can be investigated. This
knowledge can then be used when designing ferroelectrics, fulfilling one re-
quirement for making ferroelectric materials on demand. For each material
XRD measurements will be done to compare the structure of grown mate-
rial to the calculated structure. This is done to check that the difference in
properties is really due to a difference in local structure and not in global
structure.

5.2 Fabrication of ferroelectric materials

Fabricating new ferroelectric materials predicted by theory is sometimes
possible as has been shown by SrTiO3 example described in chapter 2. The
DFT calculations on which these materials are chosen can be found in chap-
ter 2. In this section it is described how these new materials are made with
PLD, after which it will be tested whether they are ferroelectric. Finally
it will be discussed whether new ferroelectric materials were successfully
fabricated. In the case of successful new ferroelectric materials fabricated,
it will be discussed whether the properties acquired match with theoretical
predictions. In the case of unsuccessful ferroelectric materials it will be
discussed why these materials were not ferroelectric. In the latter case, evi-
dence will be looked for of local structure that could impede ferroelectricity
in the material.

5.2.1 Selection of materials

After having summarized the predictions of new ferroelectric materials and
the methods that can be used to fabricate these materials, it will be ex-
plained which fabrication materials were chosen in this research work and
how they were chosen. The selection of promising ferroelectric materials
was made from the overview shown in chapter 2. In this overview the pre-
dicted ferroelectric materials were divided into different groups based on
the forces necessary to achieve ferroelectricity. From these materials the
following were chosen:

1. The materials cover as many of the forces (section 2.3) as necessary
for ferroelectricity.

2. The different materials together cover as many of the methods dis-
cussed to make a material ferroelectric (section 2.4).
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3. The individual materials have been successfully grown with PLD be-
fore.

These criteria were fulfilled as much as possible with the following selection
of materials: SrMnO3, CaTiO3, BaO//SrO superlattices, (111) oriented
ferroelectric superlattices and PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices. In the fol-
lowing sections a description of the growth process can be found, except
for the (111) superlattices which are described in chapter 6.

5.2.2 SrMnO3

SrMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic perovskite with a cubic structure and a
unit cell size of 3.805 Å giving it a volume of 55.09 Å2 in its bulk state.
Ferroelectricity in SrMnO3 can be achieved if the attractive coulomb force
caused by O 2p - Mn 3d hybridization (B dx configuration, section 2.3.2)
can be enlarged through straining SrMnO3’s structure. DFT calculations
by Bhattacharjee et al. [3] and Lee et al. [4] show that by tensile straining
SrMnO3 to SrTiO3 lattice parameters will result in ferroelectric SrMnO3.

Straining SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 is basically the same mechanism as Haeni
et al. [5] used to make SrTiO3 ferroelectric. The main difference between
SrTiO3 and SrMnO3 is a partially filled manganese 3d band instead of the
3d0Ti band. For a considerable time it was thought that the presence of
this ion would keep the attractive force due to O 2p - Mn 3d hybridization
(B dx configuration) so small that ferroelectricity is impossible in SrMnO3.
Bhattacharjee et al. [3] and Lee et al. [4] have shown this not to be true.
Due to the presence of this manganese ion in SrMnO3, it has the potential
to not only become ferroelectric but multiferroic as well.

SrMnO3 also meets the criteria that it can be easily grown as Boschker
et al. [6] have demonstrated SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 growth, albeit in a su-
perlattice. Due to the fact that SrMnO3 growth on SrTiO3 has already
been shown and DFT predicts SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 to be ferroelectric, this
system is ideal for comparing DFT and PLD results.

Growth conditions for SrMnO3

The films were grown on single terminated SrTiO3 substrates as discussed
by Koster et al.[7]. During growth the films were monitored with RHEED.
Boschker et al. [6] optimized the growth conditions (optimized for crystal
quality using RHEED) for these films in order to obtain coherent growth on
SrTiO3 substrates. The SrMnO3 films grown for this research were under
the following growth conditions grown with PLD: substrate temperature is
750 oC, laser fluency is 2 J/cm2, oxygen pressure is 0.05 mbar, substrate
to target distance is 50 mm, the laser frequency is 1 Hz, the spot size is
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2 mm2 and the target used is a commercial, sintered target with the same
composition as the film. The films are cooled down at a rate of 10 oC/min.
at 1 bar oxygen pressure.

In-situ structure analysis (RHEED) of the SrMnO3 thin films

In order to achieve the necessary ferroelectric structure of SrMnO3 it is
strained to the SrTiO3 lattice. A first check to see if strained SrMnO3

growth is possible, RHEED is used to monitor the SrMnO3 growth to see
whether coherent growth is being achieved. Later on this will be confirmed
with XRD. This is done by monitoring the specular reflection peak of the
RHEED pattern during growth and by checking the final RHEED pattern
after growth. This final RHEED pattern should have the peaks correspond-
ing to a 2D RHEED pattern that show that the resulting film is flat.

A RHEED pattern of SrMnO3 grown on SrTiO3 is shown in figure 5.1.
The RHEED pattern of the grown SrMnO3 does not show any 3D spots,
indicating that the film is atomically flat. The flat film grown on the
substrate is a first indication that the film has been coherently grown in
a layer-by-layer fashion. To further check this also the intensity of the
reflection spot was monitored.

The intensity of the reflection spot as a function of time is shown in
figure 5.1. This intensity of the reflection spot oscillates during growth with
each oscillation representing a monolayer grown. The RHEED intensity
oscillations and the fact that the maximum of these oscillations does not
trend downward further indicates layer-by-layer growth. The minima of the
intensity oscillations also show a trend upwards. When thicker films were
grown this trend continued until a transition from layer-by-layer growth to
steady state growth was seen.

The switch from one growth mode to the other was seen in most of
the SrMnO3 samples grown, those that did not show the switch of growth
mode started immediately in steady state growth. The difference in these
growth modes can be explained by the solid-on-solid model of growth. This
model demonstrates that the growth mode of a thin film on a substrate is
among other things determined by the width of the terrace steps, where
large terrace step width leads to layer-by-layer growth and smaller terrace
step width promotes steady state growth. This offers an explanation for the
varying growth modes SrMnO3 films as the terrace widths of the substrates
were not controlled.
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Figure 5.1: On the left the oscillation of the Central RHEED spot in-
tensity during the SrMnO3 growth. On the right the RHEED pattern

after growth.

Ex-situ structural analysis (XRD) of SrMnO3

The in-situ analysis has shown that the in-plane structure of the SrMnO3

films matches that of the substrate. To further study whether the SrMnO3

thin films indeed have the same in-plane lattice parameters state as the
SrTiO3 substrate XRD is used. Next to in-plane structure XRD can also
be used to determine the shape and volume of the SrMnO3 thin films.

All elements of global structure, e.g. coherency with the substrate,
shape and volume can be determined by making reciprocal space maps of a
set of equivalent peaks like the (103), (-103), (013) and (0-13) peaks. The
structure of the SrMnO3 thin film was determined with the set of (103)
equivalent peaks because these peaks are strong enough to see and have
enough separation from the substrate peak that the difference in parameters
with the substrate peak can be determined. How the coherency with the
substrate shape and volume of the SrMnO3 thin films are determined from
the reciprocal space map is explained with help of the actual measurements
shown in figure 5.2.

From the reciprocal space map shown figure 5.2 the in-plane coherence
of the thin film can be seen from the asymmetric shape of the SrMnO3

peak. The fact that the reciprocal space map shows the SrMnO3 peak is in
the same in-plane location and very narrow in the in-plane direction shows
the excellent coherence of the SrMnO3 film. The reciprocal space map
also shows the thickness fringes belonging to the SrMnO3 thin film, which
indicates high quality crystalline growth. The reciprocal space map also
shows that all symmetry equivalent (103) peaks have the same out-of-plane
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Figure 5.2: Reciprocal space map of 4 permutations of the 103 diffrac-
tion peak of SrMnO3.

lattice parameters, which tells us that the SrMnO3 film has a tetragonal
structure. Finally from the reciprocal space map the out-of-plane lattice
parameter is determined to be 3.76 Å. From the out-of-plane lattice, the
volume is calculated to be 3.76× 3.905 × 3.905 = 57.3 Å3.

To put the measured volume of the grown SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 into
perspective, the volume of bulk SrMnO3 is 55.09. This means that the
volume of the grown SrMnO3 has increased by 3.9 %. This can be partly due
to the strained state needing a larger volume, however it also indicates the
possibility that some vacancies or other forms of local structure are present
in the SrMnO3 thin film. In this way the volume of a grown perovskite thin
film can be a good indicator of the presence of local structure.

To corroborate the knowledge learned from the unit cell volume it would
be useful to know the density of the thin film. The density of a thin film
can be determined by grazing incidence XRD. However getting the density
within an accuracy near 3.9 % was not feasible with the lab XRD machine
due to the limited absolute accuracy of the XRD machine.

To conclude, The grown SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 nicely matches the struc-
ture of the DFT predicted ferroelectric SrMnO3. The increase in volume
of the SrMnO3 unit cell does indicate the presence of some local structure
in the film. This local structure is not included in DFT calculations.

Determining the ferroelectric properties of SrMnO3: Second Har-
monic generation (SHG)

Second Harmonic light (SHG) is generated by non-linear optical materials
once illuminate with coherent input light, e.g. with a LASER. Any per-
ovskite that is polar, e.g ferroelectric perovskites, will also function as a
non-linear optic materials and therefore generate SHG. If the SHG signal
is measured of a ferroelectric thin film that is temperature controlled than
below Tc the film should show an increased SHG signal. A big advantage of
using SHG to determine ferroelectricity in a material is that no electrodes
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are necessary. Using electrodes in the grown thin film stack could risk re-
laxing the strain in the thin films and thereby making it impossible to grow
SrMnO3 in the structure required by theory. The SHG measurements were
done by Eftihia Vlahos, university of Pennsylvania.

To obtain the SHG signal from the SrMnO3 films while limiting the
influence of the substrate, both a clean substrate and a substrate with a
thin film on was measured. In principle the SrTiO3 substrate should not
show an SHG signal. However as the substrate thickness is much larger than
the thickness of the film any irregularities may lead to a bit of signal and
therefor this has to be excluded. The substrate SHG signal is subtracted
from the thin film signal. The grown SrMnO3 films on SrTiO3 show no
SHG signal over a temperature range from 5 K to 300 K. The SHG signal
from the SrMnO3 thin film showed no upturn that would be expected for
a ferroelectric material and was as low as the noise level.

Discussion and Conclusion on ferroelectric SrMnO3 thin film growth

The results of the ferroelectricity measurement showed no evidence of ferro-
electricity for SrMnO3 grown on SrTiO3. To find out why, we first look into
the DFT predictions made by Bhattacharjee et al. [3] and Lee et al. [4] in
order to find out where they deviate from the measurements. Furthermore
we look at the DFT calculations itself to see if they include any uncertain-
ties that could invalidate the prediction that SrMnO3 grown on SrTiO3 is
ferroelectric.

Bhattacharjee et al. [3] state directly in there article that: “SrMnO3

films on [001] SrTiO3 should develop a significant in-plane polarization.”
Bhattacharjee et al. [3] reach this conclusion based on DFT calculations us-
ing the ABINIT package, working with generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) using the Wu-Cohen function[8]. This DFT method is known to be
very accurate for calculating lattice parameters in solids[3]. Bhattacharjee
et al. [3] demonstrate the accuracy of their DFT calculations on SrMnO3

by comparing the calculated lattice parameter for bulk SrMnO3 (3.81 Å)
to the measured values (3.805 Å). This shows a close match. This last part
is relevant as the calculations of Lee et al. [4], which we summarize in the
next section, have more difficulty in getting the correct estimation of the
bulk lattice parameters of SrMnO3.

Lee et al. [4] use two DFT calculation methods for their SrMnO3 work.
One DFT method was performed using GGA + U method[9] with the
Perdew-Becke-Erzenhof parameterization[10] as implemented in VASP[11,
12]. The second makes use of LSDA + U calculations as described by
Dudarev et al. [13]. Lee et al. [4] show that SrMnO3 will be ferroelectric
when tensile strained by 1 % based on calculation method one or 3.6% based
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on calculation method two. Lee et al. [4] also calculates the bulk lattice
parameters for SrMnO3 resulting in 3.845 and 3.75 for methods one and
two respectively. The final conclusion by Lee et al. [4] is that the amount
of strain necessary for ferroelectric SrMnO3 amounts to 2.3 ± 1.3 %.

The measurement results show that SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 (2.5 % tensile
strain, proven to be present with XRD) is not ferroelectric. Considering the
previous paragraphs, showing that the amount of tensile strain necessary for
the paraelectric to ferroelectric phase transition depends largely (variation
of 2.6 %) on the type of DFT method used, it is possible that larger strain
is needed to achieve ferroelectricity in SrMnO3. The fact that the method
used by Bhattacharjee et al. [3] gets the lattice parameters correct and still
predicts SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 to be ferroelectric seems to contradict this
somewhat. Trying a substrate with a larger lattice parameter than SrTiO3,
like for example DyScO3 should than lead to ferroelectric SrMnO3.

The second reason relates to the hypothesis at the beginning of this
chapter: The global structure determines the properties of a perovskite to a
larger extent than the local structure. If the hypothesis is incorrect the local
structure explains the lack of ferroelectricity measured in grown SrMnO3

thin films. The only indication of local structure in SrMnO3 on SrTiO3

given by the characterization of the grown samples is the structure and
volume of the SrMnO3 unit cell.

The structure of the SrMnO3 thin film grown on SrTiO3 is tetragonal
while the expected structure of tensile strained SrMnO3 by Lee et al. [4] is
orthorhombic. However Lee et al. [4] did not take into account a cubic sub-
strate and this may explain the difference in prediction and measurement.
It is still possible that if Lee et al. [4] calculate the structure of SrMnO3 on
SrTiO3 that they will predict it to be ferroelectric. Therefore this difference
in structure is not enough to falsify our hypothesis.

The volume of the measured SrMnO3 is calculated to be 3.9 % larger
than the volume of bulk SrMnO3. However this increase of volume of the
SrMnO3 can be due to the fact that it became ferroelectric. If we look
at the calculations of Lee et al. [4], they show that the predicted out-of-
plane lattice parameter of SrMnO3 strained to the lattice parameter of
SrTiO3 is 3.78 Åleading to a volume of 3.78 × 3.905 × 3.905 = 57.6 Å3.
However the bulk lattice parameters of SrMnO3 were overestimated by Lee
et al. [4] by 1 %. If we assume the same amount of overestimation of
the out-of-plane lattice parameter by Lee et al. [4], the predicted SrMnO3

volume becomes 3.74 × 3.905 × 3.905 = 57.1 Å3. From this we see that
the actual measured volume of the grown SrMnO3, 57.3 Å3, is larger than
the predicted value but only very slightly so, if one takes into account the
expansion coefficient of SrMnO3 = 10.5 10−6 needed to bring the DFT
result to the room temperature value the numbers become even closer.
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5.2.3 CaTiO3

CaTiO3 is a paraelectric perovskite with a orthorhombic structure and
a unit cell size of 5.43x5.49x7.68 Å, giving it a volume of 229.17 Å, in
its bulk state. The O 2p - Ti 3d hybridization present in CaTiO3 can
lead to an attractive force that will off-center the titanium ion resulting
in a ferroelectric material. This mechanism is the same mechanism that
drives ferroelectricity in SrTiO3, which is described in section 2.2. DFT
confirmation of the behavior of CaTiO3 is given by Eklund et al. [14].

The reason for CaTiO3 to become ferroelectric is different than for the
SrTiO3 case described before. Ferroelectricity in CaTiO3 is impeded by
two type of oxygen octahedral rotations, M+

3
and R+

4
(M+

3
are rotations

around (001) cubic perovskite axis and R+
4
are rotations around the (111)

cubic perovskite axis). If the M+
3

can be neutralized a rhombhohedral
ferroelectric phase will appear in CaTiO3. Eklund et al. [15] investigated
whether this was possible and calculations showed that the rhombohedral
structure is unstable and that it will relax into an orthorhombic structure.

However, in these DFT calculations the effect of the rotations present
in the substrate on the grown thin film are not taken into account. It is
possible that these rotations will propagate into the grown CaTiO3 film.
These rotations could then block either the M+

3
or R+

4
rotations and that

would be enough to induce ferroelectricity in CaTiO3. Examples of rota-
tions propagating from the substrate into the thin film are described by
Rondinelli et al. [16].

Growth of CaTiO3 thin films

This section describes the growth of CaTiO3 on (111) oriented LaAlO3

substrate. Bulk LaAlO3 has a rhombhohedral structure and has no M+
3

rotations. If this pattern is copied into the grown CaTiO3 it should be
ferroelectric. Therefore if CaTiO3 grown on LaAlO3 it turns out to be fer-
roelectric it is likely that the LaAlO3 rotations propagated into the CaTiO3,
which shows that rotations in a substrate can be used to induce ferroelec-
tricity in a thin film.

The films are grown on LaAlO3 substrates which are treated the same as
for the CaTiO3 films described in chapter 4, including using a buffer layer,
which gives a detailed explanation of the CaTiO3 growth on (111) oriented
LaAlO3. The optimized growth conditions (optimized for crystal quality
using RHEED) for CaTiO3 are: 750o C substrate temperature, 1.3 J/cm2

laser fluence, 1 Hz laser frequency, 0.03 mbar oxygen pressure, substrate
to target distance is 5 cm, the spot size is 2 mm2 and the target used is a
sintered target with the same composition as the film. The films are cooled
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Figure 5.3: On the left the oscillation of the Central RHEED spot
intensity during the CaTiO3 growth. On the right the RHEED pattern

after growth.

down at a rate of 10 oC/min. at 1 bar oxygen pressure.

In-situ structure analysis (RHEED) of CaTiO3

As explained in the introduction, the desired CaTiO3 structure in this
section is one that matches the substrate structure in both the in-plane
size and the type of oxygen octahedral rotations present. In this section
the aim is to see if the desired structure is achieved. A first indication
that the desired CaTiO3 was achieved is if 2D growth can be seen from the
in-situ RHEED data, collected during CaTiO3 growth. This data is shown
in figure 5.3. In this section we only focus on the RHEED data from the
CaTiO3 growth, RHEED data from the buffer layer growth can be found
in chapter 4

The RHEED data in Fig. 5.3 shows ten intensity oscillations of the
RHEED reflection spot, corresponding to a thickness of 2.2 nm, before a 3D
growth pattern (representing the crystalline structure of the SrMnO3) ap-
pears as shown on the right of the figure. The number of 2D grown CaTiO3

layers was consistently around ten (+/- 2ML) for all samples grown. The
RHEED data thus shows that CaTiO3 grows in a layer-by-layer fashion on
the substrate for the first ten monolayers and then changes to 3D growth.
Although the transition shown in the RHEED data could indicate some-
thing changed in the CaTiO3 grown, it does not necessarily mean that the
grown CaTiO3 has transitioned to another structure type. To investigate
this further XRD was done on these samples after growth. The XRD data
is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.4: Reciprocal space map of 6 permutations of the pseudo-
cubic 204 diffraction peak of CaTiO3.

Ex-situ structural analysis (XRD) of CaTiO3

The focus of this XRD data analysis is to see whether the CaTiO3 grown
has a rhombohedral structure or an orthorhombic structure. This struc-
ture differentiation is very important because the DFT calculations show
that the rhombohedral ferroelectric structure is ferroelectric while the or-
thorhombic structure is paraelectric. If the XRD data can show that the
grown CaTiO3 grown on LaAlO3 has a rhombohedral structure, then the
structure matches the DFT calculations and is possibly ferroelectric. First
reciprocal space maps for defraction peaks are used to study whether the
structure of the CaTiO3 is strained to the substrate, after which we look
whether there is evidence of unit cell doubling that occurs if the CaTiO3

is not rhombohedral but orthorhombic in structure. In order to do this
analysis synchrotron data was measured by Arturas Vailionis on a 10 nm
CaTiO3 sample, which is shown in Fig. 5.5.

From the reciprocal space map shown figure 5.4 the in-plane coherence
of the thin film can be seen from the asymmetric shape of the CaTiO3

peak and the fact it has the same in-plane location as the substrate peak.
The asymmetric shape of the CaTiO3 peak arises form the fact that the
film is much thinner in the out-of plane dimension than in the in-plane
dimensions.

An orthorhombic unit cell, has a
√

(2)×
√

(2)× 2 times larger unit cell
as the pseudo-cubic 5-atom cell. The enlargement of the orthorhombic unit
cell can be seen by XRD by looking for extra diffraction peaks that occur
due to the reduction of the unit cell size in reciprocal space. For example,
next to the cubic (111) peak also the (1

2

1

2

1

2
) will appear in XRD measure-

ments on samples with an orthorhombic structure, using the orthorhombic
unit cell as a basis, these peaks are than the orthorhombic (O) (O101)
and (O303) peaks. The presence of a (O101) peak measured in the thin
film would prove that the structure of the measured film is orthorhombic
or of even lower symmetry (monoclinic or triclinic). In cubic, tetragonal,
hexagonal or rhombohedral the (O101) peak will not be present allowing
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Figure 5.5: 2θ scans of 6 diffraction peaks (Orthorhombic: 101, 202,
303, 404, 111, 333) made with a synchrotron in order to very accu-
rately search for unit cell doubling in case the structure is orthorhom-
bic. In this case the most clear data, the (404) peak was used to cal-
culate the location of where the peaks would be in the other graphs,

these are shown by the arrows in the graph.
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us to differentiate between these systems. One has to be careful however
as it is always possible that these orthorhombic specific peaks arise not
from the grown thin film but from slight lattice errors in the substrate.
In the case of XRD done on pure SrTiO3 or LaAlO3 substrate these half
peaks sometimes also occur very weakly due to lattice errors. Therefore
one has to be really certain that measured half peaks are from the thin
film. This was easily checked by determining what the location of the odd
orthorhombic peaks ((O101), (O303), (O111) and (O333) peaks) for both
LaAlO3 and CaTiO3. For determining these locations the measured even
peaks ((O202) and (O404)) are used as a reference as they clearly show
both the film peak and the substrate peak, from these the locations of
the odd peaks are calculated. An advantage of using reference peaks in
the analysis is that the results are independent of XRD alignment errors.
Unfortunately only reference peaks were measured for the (0non) direction
making the determination of the peak locations in the (Onnn) direction
less accurate.

In Fig. 5.5 six θ − 2θ scans are shown that represent two different scan
directions, one for (On0n) peaks and one for (Onnn) peaks. This means
that we have data for two even peaks ((O202) and (O404)) and 4 odd peaks
((O101), (O303), (O111) and (O333)). The even peaks would be present
for all symmetry states of a perovskite, while the odd peaks would only be
present for low symmetry states (orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic).
Fig. 5.5 shows the presence of both odd peaks and even peaks, the only
question remains whether the odd peaks belong to the substrate or the thin
film. Using Braggs law and the even peaks as reference (see table 5.1) we
calculate the location of the odd peaks as shown in table 5.2. As a sanity
check, one can see that in table 5.1 the same value for sinθ

n
is obtained for

both measured even peaks. In Fig. 5.5 the drawn arrows show the results of
the calculations. From the location of the measured odd peaks we conclude
that the odd peaks belong to LaAlO3 instead of CaTiO3 and therefor the
CaTiO3 is grown in a rhombohedral structure.

LaAlO3 2θ(◦) λ
2d

(O202) 41.5 0.177

(O404) 90.2 0.177

CaTiO3 2θ(◦) λ
2d

(O202) 40.9 0.175

(O404) 88.6 0.175

Table 5.1: The measured positions of the (O202) and (O404) peaks
for both LaAlO3 (on the left) and CaTiO3 (on the right), and the

corresponding value of sinθ

n
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LaAlO3 2θ(◦) λ
2d

(O101) 53.4 0.177

(O303) 127.8 0.177

(O111) 25.9 0.228

(O333) 84.7 0.228

CaTiO3 2θ(◦) λ
2d

(O101) 53.4 0.175

(O303) 127.8 0.175

(O111) 26.3 0.223

(O333) 86.2 0.223

Table 5.2: Theoretical positions of the odd peaks ((O101), (O303),
(O111 and (O333)) for both LaAlO3 (on the left) and CaTiO3 (on

the right), and the corresponding value of sinθ

n

Determining ferroelectric properties of CaTiO3: 1) Second Har-
monic generation (SHG)

The use of SHG for determining whether a material is ferroelectric is de-
scribed in section 5.2.2, where SrMnO3 films are measured using SHG. The
measurements were done by Eftihia Vlahos, university of Pennsylvania.
The results of the SHG measurements on the CaTiO3 samples showed no
SHG signal for the temperature range that was measured, 5 - 300 K.

Determining ferroelectric properties of CaTiO3: 2) Measuring
the FE loop of CaTiO3 in a capacitor layout

Even though as mentioned above, placing a bottom electrode between the
LaAlO3 and CaTiO3 can change the structure of the CaTiO3 this was
attempted for this material. As a bottom electrode CaRuO3 is used as this
is a conducting perovskite with a lattice size that is near to that of LaAlO3.
No effect of the placement of the bottom on subsequent CaTiO3 growth was
seen in the RHEED data during growth as well as XRD measurements on
the sample afterwards. A top electrode was structured on top of the sample
using the stamp method as describe by te Riele et al. [17].

The strained CaTiO3 thin film samples with top and bottom electrodes
were measured electrically for the presence of ferroelectric loops. These
measurements where done both at room temp and in a helium flow cryostat.
Throughout the measured temperature range (30-300 K) no evidence of
ferroelectricity was seen.

Discussion and conclusions on the possibility of ferroelectric CaTiO3

thin films

To recap, in the work described in this section it was attempted to achieve
ferroelectricity in CaTiO3 by growing it on LaAlO3, thereby inducing the
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rhombohedral LaAlO3 structure into the CaTiO3 thin film. Using DFT, Ek-
lund et al. [15] have performed calculations showing rhombohedral CaTiO3

to be ferroelectric. However ferroelectricity was not obtained in the PLD
grown thin films of CaTiO3 described in this thesis, even though it was
shown that these films do have a rhombohedral structure similar to that of
the LaAlO3 substrate. Below the possible reason for not seeing ferroelec-
tricity in CaTiO3 will be discussed.

The lack of ferroelectricity in CaTiO3 can be explained in three ways.
1) The CaTiO3 is actually ferroelectric but the amount of ferroelectricity
is so small that it could not be measured. 2) The approximations made
in DFT do not represent reality and rhombohedral CaTiO3 is not actually
ferroelectric. 3) The hypothesis in the beginning of this chapter has been
falsified and the local structure present in the samples has impeded the
presence ferroelectricity in CaTiO3. Below each case is discussed in more
detail.

The amount of polarization in CaTiO3 predicted by theory is up to
40 µC/cm2. This amount of polarization is larger than in BaTiO3, which
should make it easy to measure ferroelectricity in the grown CaTiO3 sam-
ples. It is possible that the actual amount of polarization in our CaTiO3

samples is less due to inaccuracy of the DFT calculations or some local
structure in the sample that decreases the amount of ferroelectricity. How-
ever considering the amount of polarization calculated in rhombohedral
CaTiO3, 40 µC/cm2 it should be measurable with the used techniques.
Therefore I conclude that polarization being too small to be measurable
can only partly explain why ferroelectricity was not found in CaTiO3.

The second reason for not finding ferroelectricity in CaTiO3, DFT cal-
culations being incorrect, is less likely than it was the case for SrMnO3. The
calculations of rhombohedral CaTiO3 show the presence of ferroelectricity
and this is not coupled to a certain strain state. DFT is in some cases known
to be inaccurate with regards to the exact unit cell size of a calculated ma-
terial. However if it can show that ferroelectricity is strictly coupled to
the presence of a rhombohedral phase in CaTiO3 this gives more reason to
trust the calculations. Unfortunately the last point was not proven over
a large strain range, nevertheless there is no direct reason to suspect the
inaccuracy of the calculations of ferroelectricity in rhombohedral CaTiO3.

As the first two reasons for not finding ferroelectricity in CaTiO3 seem
unlikely or at least not able to explain the lack of ferroelectricity com-
pletely, the chance that this experiment has falsified our hypothesis at the
beginning of the chapter, local structure of grown materials will not im-
pede ferroelectricity predicted in these materials by DFT, is more likely.
We further discuss the experimental data in this section to provide support
for the possibility that our hypothesis is false.
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The RHEED data seems to point mostly at the possibility of local struc-
ture being present in the CaTiO3. The RHEED data shows a transition
from layer-by-layer growth to 3D growth. This transition can be explained
by local structure starting to appear on the surface of the grown thin film
that impedes the diffusion of CaTiO3 on the surface and thereby leads to
3D growth. It would be interesting to do some defect calculations and
measurements on this system.

For our hypothesis to be false it is necessary to show that at least the
global rhombohedral structure predicted by DFT is present in our sam-
ples. The presence of rhombohedral structure in these samples is proven
by the lack of peak doubling in the synchrotron XRD data. The lack of
peak doubling in the (Onnn) could be ascribed to wrong alignment of the
sample in the synchrotron, which would mean that the observed (O111)
and (O333) peaks are actually CaTiO3 peaks instead of LaAlO3. However
in the case of the (On0n) peaks this is not possible due to the fact that
also measurements of the (O202) and (O404) peaks were made, which con-
firms the correct alignment of the system. There fore the lack of (O101)
and (O303) CaTiO3 peaks together with the presence of coherent growth
also proven with XRD shows that the CaTiO3 samples are rhombohedral.
Therefore the hypothesis, The global structure determines the properties of
a perovskite to a larger extent than the local structure could be incorrect.
Further defect analysis on these type of samples would be needed to confirm
the that the hypothesis is incorrect.

5.2.4 PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices

The reason for growing PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice was to investigate
the existence of the monoclinic phase. DFT calculations, which are de-
scribed in section 2.4.4, show that a monoclinic phase is expected to be
seen in PbTiO3//PbZrO3. Measurements by Noheda et al. [18, 19] seem to
confirm the existence of the monoclinic phase in PbTiO3//PbZrO3. How-
ever Rossetti et al. [20] explain the presence of high piezoelectricity in
PbTi0.5Zr0.5O3 by the formation of nano domains. It would be possi-
ble to align the DFT calculations and the idea of nano domains if some
phase segregation takes place in experimentally grown PbTiO3//PbZrO3.
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices that by definition have no phase segrega-
tion can be used to determine whether the monoclinic phase of PbTiO3//PbZrO3

exists. Unfortunately it turned out not to be possible to grow these super-
lattices in the experiments made.

The best PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices that were achieved where only
5 layer thick, after which 3D growth occurred meaning that the superlattice
structure was lost. These superlattices were grown on NdScO3 under the
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following growth conditions: 570o C substrate temperature, 1.3 J/cm2 laser
fluency, 1 Hz laser frequency, 0.13 mbar oxygen pressure, substrate to target
distance is 50 mm, the spot size is 2 mm2 and the targets used are sintered
targets with the same composition as PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 respectively.
The films are cooled down at a rate of 10 oC/min. at 1 bar oxygen pressure.

5.2.5 BaO//SrO superlattices

BaO and SrO are paraelectric binary oxides (AO) with a rocksalt ordering.
BaO and SrO have a cubic structure. The O 2p - A 3d hybridization (A
d0 configuration) present in both BaO and SrO can lead to ferroelectricity.
This was demonstrated using DFT calculations by Bousquet et al. [21].
Bousquet et al. [21] showed that with strain a number of the binary oxides
can become ferroelectric. Bousquet also shows that BaO//SrO superlattice
will be ferroelectric for any strain state. As the strain states required for
the single binary oxides are rather large BaO//SrO superlattices are ideal
for investigating whether ferroelectricity can be found in binary oxides.

Unfortunately growing BaO//SrO superlattices was not successful. Only
a couple of samples of the superlattice were made and none of them showed
coherent growth, or any signs of ferroelectricity. One of the big issues was
that the BaO is not stable. Therefore it was difficult to keep the samples
intact during analysis. An attempt was made by capping the samples with
LaAlO3. It was shown that BaO grew coherently on SrTiO3 substrates.

The SrO and BaO films grown for this research were grown under the
following growth conditions with PLD: substrate temperature is 700 oC,
laser fluency is 2.1 J/cm2, oxygen pressure is 0.01 mbar, substrate to target
distance is 50 mm, the laser frequency is 1 Hz, the spot size is 2 mm2. The
target used for SrO was a single crystal target, the target used for BaO is
a pressed BaOH target. The films are cooled down at a rate of 10 oC/min.
at 1 bar oxygen pressure.

5.3 Conclusions

At the beginning of this chapter the following hypothesis was submitted:
While attempting to grow a certain global structure with PLD the nature of
PLD growth will introduce local structure in the material, nevertheless the
local structure will have a negligible effect on the properties of the material.
The properties will be determined by the global structure of the material..
To investigate this hypothesis four material systems were grown (SrMnO3,
CaTiO3, PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices and BaO//SrO superlattices), in
none of these attempts was a material grown that matched the predictions
regarding the properties of the material expected, while in two (SrMnO3
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and CaTiO3) of the four cases the material did match the global struc-
ture. Taking into account the assumption that DFT perfectly predicts the
properties of a material for a specified global structure we have to consider
our hypothesis to be false, however to truly confirm the hypothesis to be
incorrect one would need to analyze the defect structure in the samples. In
the case of SrMnO3 on SrTiO3 the presence of local structure was shown
by the increase of the SrMnO3 unit cell. The assumption on the perfect
prediction of DFT is not necessarily true as some approximation to solve
the equations like the local density approximation are made. Looking fur-
ther into the details of the work done there are also arguments that the
DFT results are not 100% descriptive of the materials grown due to the
approximations that are made in the calculations. Particularly in the case
of the SrMnO3 where the phase boundary between ferroelectric and none
ferroelectric SrMnO3 is very close to that of SrTiO3, it is well possible
that DFT has misplaced this boundary somewhat. Therefore, taking all
evidence into account, it was concluded that in order to move further in
making ferroelectrics on demand, both the effect of local structure on the
properties of thin films and the robustness of DFT results should be better
understood.
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Chapter 6

Ferroelectric materials with
a tetrahedral symmetry
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6.1 Outline: Tetrahedral symmetry increases the
versatility of ferroelectrics

Ferroelectric materials with a tetrahedral high symmetry structure form a
special group of ferroelectrics, obtaining unique properties as a result of
their the symmetry in its structure. These will be called tetrahedral ferro-
electrics in this chapter and were first discovered by Roy and Vanderbilt[1].
Until now all ferroelectrics discussed in this thesis were ferroelectrics with
a cubic Pm3m parent structure. This chapter will focus on tetrahedral fer-
roelectrics which have a tetrahedral F 4̄3m parent structure. Tetrahedral
ferroelectrics have not been grown in thin films or otherwise before as far
as this could be ascertained from a literature search by the author.

Growing tetrahedral ferroelectrics can lead to new functionality and
more versatility in the type of ferroelectrics that are available due to their
special properties. One of the special properties of tetrahedral ferroelectric
is that when grown in a thin film one can create an asymmetric polarization
in the direction perpendicular to the thin film. Another special property
of a tetrahedral ferroelectric thin film is that it has a different domain
structure for up as compared to down polarization.

Roy and Vanderbilt[1], have shown that specific perovskites can be re-
laxed in a tetrahedral high symmetry state. They have shown that these
tetrahedral perovskites can become ferroelectric. Growing the tetrahedral
ferroelectric perovskites, as calculated by Roy and Vanderbilt[1], can be
done by growing superlattices on a substrate oriented in the (111) direc-
tion. How this is done will be further explained in the section on fabricat-
ing tetrahedral ferroelectrics, section 6.3, followed by a description of the
growth attempts that were made to fabricate this system. First though we
explain how the tetrahedral symmetry affects the properties of a ferroelec-
tric.

6.2 Introduction: Tetrahedral symmetry and its

effect on ferroelectric properties

The effect of tetrahedral symmetry on the direction of polariza-
tion in thin films

A tetrahedron is a four sided pyramid with equal sides. A drawing of
a tetrahedron can be seen in Fig. 6.1. In a tetrahedron we can draw four
symmetry equivalent axes, which are depicted in Fig. 6.1. If the tetrahedron
is present in a ferroelectric material it is possible that the ferroelectricity
occurs along one of the axes shown in Fig. 6.1. As one can see there is no
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Figure 6.1: A tetrahedron with, included, the symmetry equivalent
directions in a tetrahedron

mirror plane present in the tetrahedron. The lack of a mirror plane means
that in a thin film, if ferroelectricity is switched along the tetrahedral axes,
the in-plane and out-of-plane ferroelectricity will always be different.

An interesting direction to grow a tetrahedral ferroelectric thin film is
with one of the possible tetrahedral polarization directions perpendicular to
the film surface. This implies that in the opposite direction the polarization
can be among one of the three remaining axes, which are equivalent. If this
type of tetrahedral ferroelectric thin film is subsequently switched, it has
one possible axis for ferroelectricity in one (up or down) direction and three
possible axes for ferroelectricity in the opposite direction. This type of thin
film could therefore have a completely different type of domain formation
for the up direction as opposed to the down direction.

Finding tetrahedrons in perovskites

In order to make tetrahedral ferroelectrics we need to find tetrahedra in
ferroelectric materials, for example: ferroelectric perovskites. This turns
out to be possible for any perovskite. Fig. 6.2 shows two tetrahedra that
can be drawn in a perovskite. However these two tetrahedra are symmetry
equivalents of each other and as long as they are both present, the system
will prefer a cubic high symmetry state. In order to achieve the tetrahedral
high symmetry state we need to find a perovskite without both the sym-
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Figure 6.2: The two types of tetrahedra that can be found in a per-
ovskite

metry equivalent tetrahedra present. One way to do this is by fabricating
double perovskites with double rock salt ordering.

Breaking the symmetry of the tetrahedrons in a perovskite using
double perovskites with double rocksalt ordering

A double perovskite is a perovskite with at least two type of perovskite
pseudo-cubic unit cells present in its structure. A double perovskite with
double rocksalt ordering is a perovskite with four type of pseudo-cubic unit
cells present (the 4 types exist due to 2 different types of A atoms and two
different types of B atoms leading to four possible different tetrahedra) as
is shown in Fig. 6.3. The rocksalt ordering refers to the same type of order-
ing present in the binary oxides, with the ordering present both on the A
site and the B site of the lattice. For these double perovskites with double
rocksalt ordering the tetrahedra present are not symmetry equivalents of
each other. The presence of four different types of tetrahedra means that,
if the tetrahedral symmetry is broken by moving the ions along the tetra-
hedral axes such that the material becomes ferroelectric, the ferroelectric
direction of one tetrahedra is most likely energetically favored to the others.
This would lead to only four available directions for ferroelectricity in the
material and that would mean that a tetrahedral ferroelectric is made.

Finding ferroelectric double perovskites using DFT

DFT calculations by Roy and Vanderbilt[1] have predicted the existence of
tetrahedral ferroelectric materials. Roy and Vanderbilt stated that they are
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not aware of any naturally occurring AA’BB’O3 perovskites. They searched
for the right candidate by taking a number of materials and see if they can
be relaxed in the F 4̄3m high symmetry phase. As a result they find 6
candidate materials, which are PbSnTiZrO6, KCaZrNbO6, CaBaTiZrO6,
KSrTiNbO6, KBaTiNbO6 and SrCaTiMnO6. By studying the unstable
phonon modes it was shown that KBaTiNbO6 does not have any unstable
phonon modes, KSrTiNbO6 and SrCaTiMnO6 have one unstable phonon
mode and that the other three materials have two unstable modes. The
first of these unstable phonon modes is related to oxygen only. This indi-
cates that the phonon mode in these two materials corresponds to oxygen
rotations. However the second unstable mode has a large contribution
from the smallest A ion signaling that it is polar. This mode is present
in PbSnTiZrO6, KCaZrNbO6 and CaBaTiZrO6, making these materials
interesting to study further. An overview of these materials is shown in
table 6.1. PbSnTiZrO6, KCaZrNbO6 and CaBaTiZrO6 were relaxed in the

unstable phonon modes Polar structure

KBaTiNbO6 none

KSrTiNbO6 rotational

SrCaTiMnO6 rotational

CaBaTiZrO6 rotational + polar Imm2

KCaZrNbO6 rotational + polar Imm2

PbSnTiZrO6 rotational + polar R3m

Table 6.1: Double perovskites with double rock-salt ordering

Imm2 and the R3m structures. Imm2 corresponds to the more classic
ferroelectric relaxation, also present when materials with cubic high sym-
metry are relaxed, e.g. PbTiO3. R3m results in a type of ferroelectricity
that is not seen in materials with a cubic high symmetry, this type of fer-
roelectricity corresponds to the tetrahedral ferroelectricity as is described
in this section. In the case of KCaZrNbO6 and CaBaTiZrO6 Imm2 turns
out to be the lowest energy state of the system while in PbSnTiZrO6 R3m
with (1̄1̄1̄) orientated polarization is the lowest energy state. In the paper
by Roy and Vanderbilt it is also checked whether the unstable rotation
mode competes with the polarization. They show that while the rotational
mode is present it does not destroy the polarization in the system with an
unstable polar phonon mode.

Roy and Vanderbilt further show the presence of rotations in a tetrahe-
dral ferroelectric material will induce a polarization even if there is no un-
stable polar phonon mode present in the ground state of the F 4̄3m system.
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Figure 6.3: The four types of tetrahedra that can be found

This turns out be applicable to KSrTiNbO6, and SrCaTiMnO6 leading to
improper ferroelectricity in these systems.

A summary of the properties of tetrahedral ferroelectrics

In this section we have seen that tetrahedral ferroelectric perovskites can
have the following ferroelectric properties:

• a material with asymmetric polarizations and domain formation,

• strong coupling between polarization and rotation leading to im-
proper ferroelectricity.

PbSnTiZrO6 was identified as the most interesting tetrahedral ferroelec-
tric perovskite from a theoretical perspective. PbSnTiZrO6 is the only
perovskite investigated by Roy and Vanderbilt that has an unstable polar
phonon mode and has the R3m symmetry as its preferred lower symme-
try state. This is the state associated with tetrahedral ferroelectricity.
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PbSnTiZrO6 can be expected to demonstrate all the just mentioned prop-
erties of a tetrahedral ferroelectric. CaSrTiMnO6 is an interesting material
as it is predicted to be an improper ferroelectric.

6.3 Fabricating materials with a tetrahedral sym-

metry using (111) oriented superlattices

After explaining the interesting properties that a tetrahedral ferroelectric
can achieve, in this section it is explained how these materials can be fab-
ricated. As mentioned in the previous section, to achieve tetrahedral ferro-
electricity in perovskites, it is essential to fabricate double perovskites with
a double rocksalt ordering. These double perovskites can be fabricated of
single perovskites, if these materials are stacked alternatingly (This type
of stacking is called [1:1] in the thesis) in the pseudo-cubic (111) orienta-
tion. As far as we could determine this has not been done before. (111)
superlattices with the same A or B atom have been fabricated before, e.g.
[2].

6.3.1 The relation between double perovskites with double
rocksalt ordering and (111) superlattices

To demonstrate that a double perovskite with double rocksalt ordering
can be fabricated with a [1:1] superlattice on a (111) oriented perovskite
substrate, Fig 6.4 shows what happens to a perovskite when drawn in the
(111) direction. On the left there is a drawing of a pseudo-cubic unit cell
of the double perovskite with double rocksalt ordering (The second type of
B-atom (B’) is not shown as this would require drawing a larger unit cell.)
and on the right the same material is drawn in the (111) orientation. In the
right of Fig 6.4 the red planes indicate alternating AO3 planes and A’O3

planes, while the blue planes indicate alternating B and B’ planes. If a red
and a blue plane are taken together as a layer you get alternating layers of
ABO3 and A’B’O3 and thereby you have a [1:1] pseudocubic (111) oriented
perovskite superlattice.

6.3.2 Selecting materials for fabricating tetrahedral ferro-
electrics

Three material systems were selected for growing the tetrahedral ferro-
electric perovskites, SrCaTiMnO6, CaBiTiFeO6 and PbSnTiZrO6. These
materials are made by growing [1:1] (111) oriented superlattices of
CaTiO3//SrMnO3, CaTiO3//BiFeO3 and PbTiO3//SnZrO3, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Left: A five atom cell from a double perovskite with
double rocksalt ordering. (black and orange represent the two type
of A atoms, red represents the oxygen atoms and purple represents
one of the B atoms) Right: The same material in the pseudo-cubic

(111) orientation
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As mentioned before SrCaTiMnO6 is predicted to be an improper ferro-
electric by the article in Roy and Vanderbilt[1]. CaBiTiFeO6 was chosen as
both component perovskites, BiFeO3 and CaTiO3 have already been shown
to grow in the (111) orientation in chapter 4, BiFeO3 is a known ferroelec-
tric and CaTiO3 is a potential ferroelectric. PbSnTiZrO6 is predicted to
be a tetrahedral ferroelectric in the article by Roy and Vanderbilt[1] that
shows all the special properties of this type of materials as is described in
section 6.2.

The growth of (111) CaTiO3 (chapter 4) and BiFeO3 (chapter 4) has
already been described in previous chapters, the growth of (111) SrMnO3

(chapter 5) and (111) PbTiO3 (chapter 5) is done with the optimized pa-
rameters for the (001) growth of these materials. The only not previously
grown material was SnZrO3. For SnZrO3 the same growth conditions were
used as for PbTiO3. As this material is also not available in bulk, sin-
tered targets of a stoichiometric mixture of SnO and ZrO2 are used. The
challenge is to grow single monolayers of these materials in order to grow
superlattices. To do this the materials are first grown individually and
measured with XRR to determine the growth speed.

6.3.3 In situ structure analysis (RHEED)

CaTiO3//SrMnO3superlattices

The superlattice growth is monitored by following both the intensity of
the specular reflection spot in the RHEED pattern and by looking at the
full width half maximum (FWHM) of this spot, the results are shown in
Fig. 6.5. As can be seen in the figure the intensity monitoring during
CaTiO3//SrMnO3 superlattice growth does not show the classic oscillations
as we saw for example for SrMnO3 growth on SrTiO3 in paragraph 5.2.2.
This behavior is not understood even though it was consistent through a
number of samples, therefore the FWHM data for these samples was also
analyzed. The FWHM of the reflection spot (the red graph in Fig. 6.5)
increases and decreases again. The increase and decrease of the FWHM
results from roughening and smoothening of the surface and is used to
monitor growth.

BiFeO3//CaTiO3 superlattices

The CaTiO3//BiFeO3 superlattice growth was monitored with RHEED
and the intensity variation of the reflection spot can be seen in Fig. 6.7.
The RHEED data shows that the superlattice grew for 10 stacks in a layer-
by-layer fashion. As the XRR measurements show, the growth speed of
CaTiO3 and BiFeO3 are very different, 8 pulses per monolayer of CaTiO3
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Figure 6.5: The RHEED intensity (black) and FWHM (red) followed
during 1 period of superlattice growth

Figure 6.6: The RHEED pattern before and after the superlattice
growth
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Figure 6.7: The RHEED intensity (black) and FWHM (red) followed
during 1 period of superlattice growth

and 63 pulses per monolayer of BiFeO3. The consequence of this is seen in
the RHEED pattern where, after CaTiO3 deposition, the RHEED intensity
is not fully restored and the BiFeO3 layer further restores the surface before
a new layer is started. This makes these materials not ideal for growing
superlattices.

PbTiO3//SnZrO3 superlattices

The PbTiO3//SnZrO3 superlattice growth was monitored with in situ RHEED,
where the intensity of the reflection spot was followed vs time. The super-
lattice growth did not show any evidence of RHEED oscillations that would
indicate layer-by-layer growth. Instead almost immediately after the start
of the growth the RHEED image showed a 3D pattern. Therefore the sam-
ples grown can only become superlattices if natural ordering would lead to
this structure.
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Figure 6.8: The RHEED pattern before and after the superlattice
growth

6.3.4 Ex-situ structural analysis (XRD)

The goal of the structural analysis is to see whether a real superlattice was
grown. This can be done by using XRD. In the case of a (111) superlattice
one would expect an extra set of peaks in the XRD measurements due
to the enlargement of the unit cell. In the case of this superlattice XRD
signal at the location of a number of half peaks was measured. However no
half peaks were found in any of the superlattices. Therefore we could not
prove the presence of the superlattice structure in the film. Furthermore a
number of reciprocal spacemaps were made of the superlattice in order to
understand the crystal quality of the fabricated structure.

The XRD reciprocal space maps of the three superlattices are shown in
figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11. In the first two cases (CaTiO3//SrMnO3 and
CaTiO3//BiFeO3 superlattices) the 6 permutations of the 204 peak were
chosen and they indicated that the materials were grown coherently. In the
case of the PbTiO3//SnZrO3 superlattice the 6 permutations of the (114)
peak were chosen. In this case the growth was clearly not coherent.

6.3.5 Are the superlattices ferroelectric?

In the first two superlattices, CaTiO3//SrMnO3 and CaTiO3//BiFeO3 su-
perlattices, no evidence of ferroelectricity was found. The measurements
were done both with a bottom and top electrode and with interdigitated
electrodes.

Are PbTiO3//SnZrO3 superlattices ferroelectric?

Two methods were used to measure ferroelectricity in this samples, ferro-
electric loops and PFM.
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Figure 6.9: XRD reciprocal space maps of the 6 permutations of the
204 peak

Figure 6.10: XRD reciprocal space maps of the 6 permutations of the
204 peak
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Figure 6.11: XRD reciprocal space maps of the 3 permutations of the
114 peak and 3 permutations of the 330 peak.

The ferroelectric loops were made using the SrRuO3 bottom electrodes
and two gold top electrodes. The gold top electrodes were made using
lithography and sputter deposition. As can be seen in Fig. 6.12 a clear
ferroelectric loop is visible and the current loop clearly shows two switching
peaks. One can see that the current loop does not close, meaning that there
is a leak current present as well.

Piezo Force Microscopy (PFM) images were made of these samples as
well and these are shown in Fig. 6.13. In this case two squares of opposite
sign are written in to the sample and one can clearly see that the material
switches. Unfortunately in the phase plots (the lower plots) show no iden-
tifiable domain pattern, therefore no difference in domain pattern between
the up and down polarization as is expected for a tetrahedral ferroelectric
could be seen.

6.4 Conclusion & Recommendations

The results that we have shown in this chapter is that there is some evi-
dence that the CaTiO3//SrMnO3 samples are indeed [1:1] (111) oriented
superlattices. The CaTiO3//BiFeO3 and the PbTiO3//SnZrO3 samples
need more growth optimization and that only the PbTiO3//SnZrO3 sam-
ple shows any ferroelectricity. All together a lot more studies on growth
are necessary before any conclusions on the possibility of growing tetra-
hedral ferroelectrics can be made. To go further and create tetrahedral
ferroelectrics in thin films we give the following recommendations:

• Another method to improve would be to look for materials that allow
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Figure 6.12: Left: Ferroelectric loops on PbTiO3//SnZrO3 samples,
right: current loop

for natural ordering on either B-site, A-site or both. There are rules
for B-site ordering found by e.g. Galasso et al.[3] and Hauser et al.[4]
like a valence difference of two is needed between the B-site atoms
and large size helps. for A-site ordering King et. al.[5] have shown
that certain octahedral tilt patterns can help.

• To improve on these results I would recommend that for the
CaTiO3//SrMnO3 samples it is worthwhile to look at more detailed
analysis techniques, both to analyze the structure of the sample and to
look for the small polarization that is predicted for CaTiO3//SrMnO3

as an improper ferroelectric. Techniques one could think of are syn-
chrotron XRD techniques for further structure characterization.

• To improve the results for the CaTiO3//BiFeO3 sample, I would first
do DFT calculations on this sample to prove that this sample has
the potential to become a tetrahedral ferroelectric. If this is the case
the growth speed of CaTiO3 could be slowed down with using smaller
masks. For this a variable mask would have to be developed for the
PLD system.

• To improve the results on the PbTiO3//SnZrO3 samples, I would
start at the beginning and first optimize the growth of the individual
components in the (111) orientation. If that is possible this sample is
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Figure 6.13: PFM images of the PbTiO3//SnZrO3 superlattices. A
and C vs. B and D give the forward and backward scan direction of
the PFM, A and B vs. C and D give the amplitude and the phase of

the the PFM signal.
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still the most feasible tetrahedral ferroelectric. Another option would
be to look into the possibilities of self ordering within this type of
superlattice.
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7.1 Introduction

Ferroelectric materials have long been the subject of intense study both be-
cause of their fundamental scientific interest and because their properties
are promising for device applications. Experimental and theoretical studies
of the relationships between their symmetries, structures and properties are
essential for the development of improved materials. One of the most widely
used and thoroughly studied materials is PbZrxTi1−xO3 (PZT), which in
bulk shows an enhanced piezoelectric effect near the rhombohedral-tetragonal
morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) around x = 0.5. Noheda et al. [1]
explained this anomalous response in connection with their discovery of a
narrow wedge of monoclinic phase, bridging between tetragonal and rhom-
bohedral phases at the MPB.

Modern growth techniques such as pulsed laser deposition and molecular-
beam epitaxy now allow for the out-of-equilibrium synthesis of atomic-
scale perovskite superlattices of arbitrary layer sequences, and control of
the in-plane lattice constant via coherent epitaxy on chosen perovskite
substrates[2]. As the behavior of a bulk solid solution and a superlat-
tice having the same overall composition can in principle be quite different,
these developments offer an exciting opportunity for the development of
improved new materials. However, given the enormous number of possible
structures that can be constructed in this way, it is clear that theory has
an important role to play in guiding the search.

Not surprisingly, then, there has been a simultaneous explosive growth
in the application of first-principles theoretical methods to the study of
perovskite superlattice structures [3], specifically to the prediction of struc-
ture, polarization and polarization-related properties such as the dielec-
tric and piezoelectric response. A previous study by Bungaro and Rabe[4]
considered [1:1] superlattices (alternating single unit cells) of PbTiO3 and
PbZrO3, finding a sequence of structural phase transitions as a function of
epitaxial in-plane lattice constant. However, the possibility of oxygen oc-
tahedron rotations was not taken into account. Such rotations, which arise
from antiferrodistortive instabilities in many perovskite materials, may in
many cases compete with the ferroelectric distortions, as shown by the
early work of Zhong and Vanderbilt.[5] In subsequent first-principles work,
Ghosez et al.[6] identified antiferrodistortive instabilities in a number of
ferroelectric perovskites, while Fornari and Singh[7] showed that octahe-
dral rotations in PZT play an important role in the morphotropic phase
boundary. Most recently, combinations of rotations at the interfaces were
found in first-principles investigations to generate improper ferroelectric-
ity in PT/ST superlattices[8] and in layered perovskite compounds[9]. An
overview of the effect of rotational distortions on perovskites can be found
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Figure 7.1: Sketch of distortions of type (a) P001, (b) P110, (c) R001,
(d) R110 and (e) A1̄10 in the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice.

in the work by Rondinelli and Spaldin[10].

In the present work, we apply first-principles DFT methods to deter-
mine the ground-state phases of the [1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice as
a function of epitaxial strain, as well as those of pure PbTiO3 and PbZrO3

for reference. We go beyond previous studies by including octahedral rota-
tions and tilts (both of which shall henceforth be referred to as “rotations”),
which can be accommodated in a

√
2×

√
2×2 supercell; the types of distor-

tions identified as playing an important role are shown in Fig. 7.1. We find
that octahedral rotations are ubiquitous throughout the phase diagram of
the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice, and have an significant influence on the
polarization and the locations of the phase boundaries. In particular, they
help stabilize a monoclinic phase over a very broad range of epitaxial strain.
We relate these results to the behavior of the PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 con-
stituents and analyze the results in terms of the symmetries of the various
phases. Our results clarify the role played by the coupling between these
degrees of freedom in determining the structure and polarization of the su-
perlattice structure under consideration. A similar symmetry analysis for
distortion couplings in A-site superlattices has been done by Rondinelli and
Fennie[11]

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.2 we describe the
methods used to apply DFT to bulk PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 and to the
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice. The results of these calculations are pre-
sented is section 7.3, and a discussion is given in section 8. We summarize
and conclude in section 7.5.

7.2 methods

7.2.1 Computational details

The effect of rotations on the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice was studied
using density-functional theory (DFT) calculations within the local density-
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approximation (LDA)[12, 13]. The calculations were performed using the
Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)[14, 15]. The Brillouin zone
was sampled with a 4x4x4 Monkhorst-Pack grid[16]. The projector aug-
mented wave method (PAW)[17, 18] was used with an 800 eV plane-wave
cutoff. The polarization for all systems was calculated using the Berry-
phase method[19] as implemented in VASP.

For comparison with the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice, we performed
analogous studies of PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 with the same epitaxial con-
straints. For all three systems, the structure was first initialized by impos-
ing selected polar and/or rotational distortions, not limited to those shown
in Fig. 7.1, and the system was then relaxed subject to the constraint of
fixed in-plane lattice parameters, corresponding to the epitaxial boundary
condition. While the symmetry of some of the phases allowed for a tilt-
ing of the c axis away from the normal to the a-b plane, tests described
below in section 7.2.4 show that this effect is small, and the calculations
reported here were all carried out with the c axis kept parallel to ẑ. The
in-plane lattice parameters were varied over the range 3.80 Å< a < 4.10 Å
for PbTiO3, 3.90 Å< a < 4.20 Å for PbZrO3 and 3.90 Å< a < 4.25 Å for
the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices.

In order to consider the effects of rotations of oxygen octahedra, the
calculations were carried out on a 20-atom

√
2 ×

√
2 × 2 unit cell. This

supercell allows distortions with wavevectors at the Γ point (0, 0, 0), X
point (0, 0, π/a), R point (π/a, π/a, π/a) and M point (π/a, π/a, 0). In
particular, it allows R point and M point oxygen octahedron rotational
distortions which are represented most generally by a−b−c− and a−b−c+

in the Glazer notation.[20]

In all cases considered, we found that structures with P100 > 0 had
higher energies than those with P110> 0. Therefore in the following we limit
our consideration to structures with nonzero P001 and/or P110 as shown in
Figs. 7.1(a-b). Furthermore, when comparing PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 phases
incorporating R-point (out-of-phase) rotations to those with M -point (in-
phase) rotations, we always found the R-point patterns to be lower in en-
ergy. Similarly, with one exception that will be noted in due course, we
always found the rotations of the ZrO6 and TiO6 octahedra to have oppo-
site signs in the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices. In what follows, therefore,
out-of-phase rotations of the two layers stacked along ẑ are to be under-
stood unless otherwise specified. Rotations about [001] and [110] axes will
be denoted by R001 and R110 respectively, as in Figs. 7.1(c-d). The 20-
atom supercell also accommodates antipolar distortions of the type shown
in Fig. 7.1(e), denoted as A1̄10. Structural energies for the PbTiO3, PbZrO3

and PbTiO3//PbZrO3 systems are given relative to the energy of the corre-
sponding ideal high-symmetry P4/mmm structure (i.e., with no rotations
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or polarization) at a reference lattice constant of 3.99 Å.

7.2.2 Small distortions

Typically we started our structural minimizations from an initial geometry
of relatively low symmetry, corresponding to a mixture of several kinds of
distortion, so as to be conservative in our assumptions about what kind of
structural distortions would actually occur. For example, in the PbTiO3

calculations to be described below, we started from a system with the P001,
P110, R001 and R110 distortions of Figs. 7.1(a-d) present. After structural
relaxation, some of these components (especially the rotational ones) would
become very small but not disappear completely. To determine whether
these small distortions were physically meaningful, or just a result of in-
complete convergence or related numerical difficulties, the distortions were
manually turned off (i.e., the structure was symmetrized) and then the to-
tal energy was calculated as the distortions were added back in in small
increments. If the resulting energy curve showed a minimum away from
zero distortion amplitude, the distortion was taken to be physically mean-
ingful. This analysis proved useful, in particular, in clarifying the phase
diagram for PbTiO3 in section 7.3.1.

7.2.3 Location of phase boundaries

As we shall show later, the case of the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice
presents a related difficulty. Here, we find two second-order transitions
at which one or more order parameters go to zero in an apparent square-
root singularity. In order to get a more precise location for the critical
epitaxial lattice constant at which this occurs, we have carried out the fol-
lowing procedure. We describe this method for the case of the transition
from the lower-symmetry P1a1 space group to the higher-symmetry P2an
space group with increasing epitaxial lattice constant in the tensile-strain
region of PbTiO3//PbZrO3, but similar considerations apply to the tran-
sition from P1a1 to P4mm in the compressive-strain region.

First, we chose a lattice constant near the transition, but far enough
away that the distortion leading to the low-symmetry phase was well devel-
oped. In our example, we chose a=4.125 Å, in the P1a1 phase but near the
transition. We symmetrized this structure using the symmetry operations
of the higher-symmetry phase, constructed the eigenvector in displacement
space pointing from the symmetrized to the low-symmetry structure, and
used this to define a symmetry-breaking mode amplitude. Next, for each
lattice constant near the transition (here for a=4.100 to 4.250 Å in incre-
ments of 0.025 Å), we started from the relaxed high-symmetry structure and
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added distortions corresponding to this eigenvector with several amplitudes
(and no further relaxation), fitting to an expression of the form

∆E(u) =
1

2
κu2 +

1

4
αu4 (7.1)

to the energy vs. mode amplitude u (relative to u=0) as computed from the
first-principles calculations. Not surprisingly, we found that κ is strongly
dependent on in-plane lattice constant a, while α is not. We then plotted κ
vs. a (typically obtaining a nearly linear behavior) and identified the critical
lattice constant acrit as the one at which this curve crosses through zero.
As we shall see later, we found the transition to occur at acrit=4.171 Å for
the transition in this example. As we shall also see, using the same analysis
on the compressive train side we found the transition from P1a1 to P4bm
to occur at acrit=3.890 Å.

7.2.4 Treatment of c-axis tilting

As mentioned above, some of the space groups considered in this work,
specifically the monoclinic ones, allow by symmetry for the c axis to tilt
away from the [001] direction, typically by developing a small [110] compo-
nent. To study the effect of such a shear strain, especially on the location of
second-order phase boundaries as described in the previous subsection, we
again made use of the distortion pattern leading from the higher-symmetry
tetragonal or orthorhombic state to the lower-symmetry monoclinic one as
obtained in section 7.2.3. Again denoting the amplitude of this normalized
distortion by u, and starting from the higher-symmetry structure at the
lattice constant of interest, we carried out calculations of changes in total
energy and stress as a function of u and shear strain (axis tilt) η. We
then parameterized the results to the first-principles calculations using a
generalized version of Eq. (7.1) taking the form

∆E(u, η) =
1

2
κu2 +

1

4
αu4 + βuη +

1

2
γη2. (7.2)

Again κ was the only parameter that was found to depend strongly on a.
Setting ∂Ẽ(u, η)/∂η = 0 and ∂Ẽ(u, η)/∂u = 0 within the model, we can
estimate both the shift of the phase boundary and the amount of c-axis tilt.
For the phase boundary when the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice system
goes from the P1a1 space group to the P2an space group, for example, this
resulted in a shift of the critical in-plane lattice constant by only 0.0016 Å,
to 4.173 Å, leading to small shear strains near the phase boundary (∼0.2%).
Similar results were found for other phase boundaries between monoclinic
and tetragonal or orthorhombic phases.
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Figure 7.2: (Color online) Calculated properties of PbTiO3 as a
function of epitaxially constrained in-plane lattice constant. (a)
Minimum-energy structure: octahedral rotations (black) of type R110

(∗); polarizations (red) of type P001 (◦) and P110 (×). (b) Total en-
ergy (black squares) and c/a ratio (red triangles).

The impact of the tilting of the c axis appears to be less profound in
our study than in that of Bungaro et al.[4], in which octahedral rotations
were not included. Indeed, we find it to be small enough that it will not
change any of the results significantly, and so we have not included it in
the results to be presented in the next section.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Parent phases

The results of the DFT calculations on PbTiO3 are given in Fig. 7.2. For
in-plane lattice parameters less than about a = 3.90 Å, we find the stable
structure to be the tetragonal P4mm structure (space group 99) in which
only P001 is present (ferroelectric “c phase,” 5-atom primitive cell), as in
Fig. 7.1(a). For larger lattice parameters, we see a transition at a = 3.91 Å
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to an orthorhombic Ima2 structure (space group 46, 10-atom primitive cell)
with nonzero P110 accompanied by an R110 rotation of ∼2◦, combining the
distortions of Figs. 7.1(b) and (d). Since there is no group-subgroup rela-
tionship between these two phases, the transition must be first order. These
results are in rather good agreement with the previous first-principles calcu-
lations of Bungaro et al.[4] and Diequez et al.[21] (assuming mixed domain
phases are not considered), even though those works did not include the
octahedral rotations. This suggests that the small rotations that we predict
on the higher-a side of the transition do not have a very profound effect on
the transition in PbTiO3. We also note that all of the first-principles re-
sults disagree with the zero-temperature prediction of a phenomenological
analysis[22] where a window of r phase (P001 and P110 both present) was
predicted at T=0.

As is well known, bulk PbZrO3 has a complicated 40-atom unit cell
built from a 2

√
2 ×

√
2 × 2 enlargement of the parent perovskite unit cell,

incorporating antiferroelectric distortions as well as octahedral rotations.
While our supercell clearly cannot accommodate this structure, we think it
unlikely that this kind of complex pattern would survive in the superlattice
geometry. Since our immediate goal here is to provide a reference for the
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice calculations, we continue to restrict our cal-
culations to structures realizable within our 20-atom simulation cell. After
considering a wide variety of structures consisting of different combinations
of polar and rotational distortions, we find that the monoclinic A1a1 phase
(space group 9, C1c1 in the conventional setting, 10 atoms/cell), is lowest
in energy throughout the range of in-plane lattice constants considered, as
shown in Fig. 7.3. All four of the distortions P001, P110, R001, and R110

shown in Figs. 7.1(a-d) are present in this phase.

7.3.2 PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice

We now turn to the case of the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice. Compared
to the relatively simple behavior for pure PbTiO3 and pure PbZrO3, the
phase sequence for the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices presented in Fig. 7.4
is quite rich.

We first remind the reader of the previous results of Bungaro and Rabe
[4], who confined their considerations to structures that do not include
octahedral rotations. Within this constraint, these authors found a se-
quence of two phase transitions, first from a tetragonal P4mm structure
(“c phase”) for compressive strains a < 3.96 Åto a monoclinic Cm structure
(“r phase”) at intermediate strains, and finally to an orthorhombic Amm2
structure (“aa phase”) for tensile strains a > 4.12 Å. Our results, presented
in Fig. 7.4, show a qualitatively similar behavior for the polarization, al-
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Figure 7.3: (Color online) Calculated properties of PbZrO3 as a
function of epitaxially constrained in-plane lattice constant. (a)
Minimum-energy structure: octahedral rotations (black) of type R110

(∗) and R001 (+); polarizations (red) of type P001 (◦) and P110 (×).
(b) Total energy (black squares) and c/a ratio (red triangles).
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though all of the phases we observe include octahedral rotations, and the
phase boundaries (vertical dashed lines in Fig. 7.4) have shifted to make
the region of monoclinic phase wider. We give a detailed presentation of
our results in the following, first in the region of compressive strain, and
then in the tensile region, where the behavior is especially subtle.

Compressive strain region

Starting at the smaller lattice constants a < 3.890 Å, we find a tetrago-
nal P4bm structure (space group 100) in which P001 and R001 are both
present (20-atom primitive cell). The octahedral rotation angles for R001

in the PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 planes are quite different, with the PbTiO3

rotations remaining rather small, ∼1◦. (Throughout the figure, only the
PbZrO3 rotations are plotted.) When the lattice constant exceeds 3.890 Å,
we find that P110 and R110 turn on simultaneously in a second-order tran-
sition, leading to a monoclinic P1a1 structure (space group 7, P1c1 in
the conventional setting, 20-atom primitive cell). This structure is very
similar to the A1a1 monoclinic structure obtained for PbZrO3 in Fig. 7.3,
although the inequivalence of the PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 layers makes the
P1a1 structure more complicated. The quoted value of acrit=3.890 Å was
obtained using the approach described in section 7.2.3, but applied in the
compressive-strain region, and using the distorted structure at a=3.925 Å
to define the distortion eigenvector.

Tensile strain region

Next, as the lattice constant increases and approaches a value of about
4.19 Å, we find that the amplitudes of P001 and R001 diminish and ap-
proach zero together. Again using the method of section 7.2.3, we find that
these mode amplitudes disappear in a second-order transition at a=4.171 Å,
leading to an orthorhombic P2an phase (space group 30, Pnc2 in the con-
ventional setting) in which only P110 and R110 are present (20-atom primi-
tive cell). This structure is similar to the Ima2 phase seen at larger lattice
constants for PbTiO3 in Fig. 7.2, except that the PbTiO3 and PbZrO3

planes are inequivalent.

However, at a marginally larger lattice constant (a=4.193 Å), a first-
order transition occurs to an orthorhombic P21am phase (space group 26,
Pmc21 in the conventional setting, 20-atom primitive cell). The value of
acrit=4.193 Å was obtained from the crossing of curves of computed energy
vs. lattice constant as computed in the P1a1 and P21am symmetries. The
P21am phase is one in which R110 disappears, P110 is approximately un-
changed, and A1̄10 and R001 distortions appear. A1̄10, denoted by the solid
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Figure 7.4: (Color online) Calculated properties of PbTiO3//PbZrO3

superlattice as a function of epitaxially constrained in-plane lat-
tice constant. (a) Minimum-energy structure: octahedral rotations
(black) of type R110 (∗) and R001 (+); polarizations (red) of type
P001 (◦) and P110 (×); antipolar distortions of type A1̄10 (filled red
circles). (b) Total energy (black squares) and c/a ratio (red trian-
gles). Heavy and light vertical dotted lines indicate phase boundaries
determined from our work, and from Bungaro et al.[4], respectively.
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red dots in Fig. 7.4, consists of displacements (largest for Pb, then Ti, then
Zr, but also involving O atoms) that are parallel and antiparallel to (1̄10),
patterned in such a way that no net polarization develops along this axis, as
shown in Fig. 7.1(e). (Such antipolar distortions are also symmetry-allowed
in the monoclinic P1a1 phase, but we find them to be very small, of order
0.02 Å, suggesting that they are induced there by intermode couplings as
will be discussed in section 7.4.2.) Contrary to the usual case, the signs of
R001 are the same in the PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 planes, with the rotations in
both layers being small (∼1◦). The fact that the displacements associated
with A1̄10 are much larger than those associated with R001 suggests that
A1̄10 and P110 constitute the primary instabilities; when these modes freeze
in, they induce an R001 distortion, as will become clear from the symmetry
analysis to be given in section 8.

The fact that the second-order and first-order transitions occur at al-
most the same lattice constant has to be regarded as a coincidence. The
window of P2an phase found in our calculation, 4.171 Å< a <4.193 Å, is
in fact so narrow that we cannot be confident of its existence at all. Small
changes in the technical details of the calculations, such as the exchange-
correlation potential or choice of pseudopotentials, could erase or widen
this window of stability. The inclusion of c-axis tilting, as discussed in
section 7.2.4, also tends to reduce or eliminate the window of P2an phase.
We can only conclude that the P2an phase is competitive with the other
two phases near the transition from the P4bm to the P21am phase, and
may appear in a narrow window between them. If the P2an phase is not in
fact present, then there would be a direct transition from P4bm to P21am.
(Despite the presence of a group-subgroup relation, the transition would
be first order because of the discontinuity in R110.)

7.4 Discussion

This system illustrates several interesting aspects of complex perovskite
oxides. Perovskite oxides generally are characterized by multiple unsta-
ble modes in the cubic structure, which couple and compete to produce
low-energy states. The instabilities also each separately couple to strain.
Changing strain not only produces or eliminates instabilities, but it can also
change the balance of competition and produce first-order phase transitions
between distinct phases without a group-subgroup relation. Here, we see
that combining two different perovskite constituents, each with character-
istic unstable modes and strain dependence, can lead to a great increase in
richness of the observed phases.
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7.4.1 Parent phases

In the present case, the computed phases in the two constituent materials
are relatively simple. The dominant instability in cubic PbTiO3 is the zone-
center polar mode, which couples to strain so that elongation is favored
along the polar direction. Compressive epitaxial strain thus favors P001,
while tensile epitaxial strain favors P110. The absence of a monoclinic
phase with rotating polarization, or equivalently the first-order character of
the transition, can be understood as arising from the strong coupling of the
polarization to tetragonal strain, as demonstrated by the quartic anisotropy
of the polarization energy given in Table III of Diequez et al.[21]. Additional
symmetry breaking for tensile strain results from the rotational instability
R110. While compressive strain is expected to favor the rotational distortion
R001, no instability occurs in the range of strain considered here.

In contrast, cubic PbZrO3 has multiple instabilities that occur together,
yielding a monoclinic phase under the constraint of the supercell used for
the first principles calculations. This phase is strongly favored and ap-
pears for all values of strain considered, with compressive strain favoring
the modes P001 and R001 and tensile strain favoring the modes P110 and
R110, but not with such a strong dependence as to eliminate any of the
modes at the highest strains considered. Also in contrast to PbTiO3, the
polarization freely rotates in the (11̄0) plane with changing epitaxial strain;
this was already apparent in the first-principles results for strained PbZrO3

neglecting rotations, which included an intermediate monoclinic phase be-
tween the phases with normal and in-plane polarization [4, 21].

7.4.2 PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice

We now turn to the superlattice phase sequence. The point of closest re-
semblance to the phases of the constituents is the monoclinic phase for
intermediate strain, which shows the rotating polarization and accompany-
ing rotations observed in PbZrO3. However, the strain dependence of the
mode amplitudes is much stronger. With increasing compressive strain,
P110 and R110 disappear, yielding a phase with only P001 and R001. With
increasing tensile strain P001 and R001 disappear, yielding a phase with only
P110 and R110, which at slightly larger in-plane lattice constant undergoes
a first-order transition to a phase dominated by P110, A1̄10 and R001.

A symmetry analysis of the Taylor expansion of the energy around a
high-symmetry reference structure in the amplitudes of the relevant dis-
tortion modes is useful for understanding the mode contents of the various
phases observed. For the pure compounds, the high-symmetry reference
structure is taken as the tetragonal P4/mmm structure with 5 atoms per
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cell and all atoms at high-symmetry positions. For the superlattice, the
high-symmetry reference structure is the 10-atom P4/mmm structure. We
consider the distortion modes shown in Figure 1; for the pure compounds
there is an extra translation symmetry relating the two B cations and the
modes shown are either even (P001, P110, A1̄10) or odd (R001, R110) under
this translation.

For pure PbTiO3, the analysis is simple. For compressive strain, the
P001 mode is unstable and is the only mode included in the lowest-energy
phase. For tensile strain, the lowest-energy phase includes both P110 and
R110 distortions. In previous work [4] we have seen that the P110 mode
is unstable for tensile strain. R110 is thus nonzero either because it is
independently unstable, as would be favored by tensile strain, or because
the biquadratic coupling between P110 and R110 is cooperative and large
enough to destabilize R110.

For pure PZO, the four modes P001, P110, R001and R110are included
in the lowest-energy phase. It is reasonable to assume that the polar dis-
tortions P001 and P110 are unstable throughout this range, with instabil-
ity in R001 promoted by compressive strain and the instability in R110

promoted by tensile strain. However, the rotational modes need not be
independently unstable. Biquadratic coupling to the polar modes could
produce the effective instability. Furthermore, there is a fourth order in-
variant R110P110R001P001 in the energy expansion that ensures that if three
of the four distortions are present, the fourth will be induced through an
improper mechanism even if it is not unstable.

The effect of this fourth-order coupling is particularly striking in the
superlattice, as it is responsible for the coupled appearance/disappearance
of P110 and R110 at a=3.890 Å and the coupled appearance/disappearance
of P001 and R001 at a=4.171 Å. The fact that these modes appear and dis-
appear together might at first seem surprising, since in the high-symmetry
reference structure, these two distortions have different symmetry and the
introduction of one mode into the reference structure would not induce the
other. However, with the lowered symmetry due to the presence of P001

and R001, the two modes P110 and R110 belong to the same irreducible rep-
resentation and therefore are expected to occur together. This is formally
equivalent to the presence of the fourth-order invariant R110P110R001P001,
discussed above. For example, in the compressive-strain phase with P001

and R001, if an instability with respect to P110 or R110 develops, R110 or
P110 will be linearly induced through this fourth-order term, producing
the intermediate monoclinic phase and ensuring that the two modes ap-
pear/disappear together.

It is in the extension of this symmetry analysis to include the A1̄10

distortion that differences between the pure compounds and the superlat-
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tice arise. In the pure compounds, the A1̄10 distortion is a symmetry-
breaking distortion that would appear only if it were unstable, which is
not the case for the strain range considered. In the superlattice, there are
two third-order couplings R001P110A1̄10 and R110P001A1̄10, not allowed in
the pure compounds due to the additional translation symmetry. In the
intermediate-strain monoclinic phase, both of these terms would linearly
induce an A1̄10 distortion, which is indeed present at small amplitude in
the computed structure for this phase.

In contrast to its minor role in the intermediate-strain monoclinic phase,
A1̄10 appears to be a strong independent instability in the superlattice
at higher tensile strain. This can explain the first-order transition at
a=4.193 Å. The approximate continuity of P110 through the first-order tran-
sition suggests that P110 is by far the dominant instability at higher tensile
strain. Energy lowering from this polar phase can be produced in two
ways: through freezing in an R110 instability to obtain the Pnc2 phase,
or by freezing in an A1̄10 instability, which induces a small R001 distor-
tion through the third-order invariant A1̄10R001P110 and yields the Pmc21
phase. The key to the first-order transition is the competition of these two
instabilities in the presence of P110.

7.4.3 Growth of PbTiO3//PbZrO3 and related superlattices

We have attempted the growth of [1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices us-
ing pulsed laser deposition (PLD), but without notable success. Typically,
reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) indicates that an initial
layer-by-layer growth rapidly gives way to a 3D growth mode. Our best re-
sult to date is for growth on a NdScO3 (NSO) substrate, where we observed
five successful coherent repetitions of the [1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 unit be-
fore the 3D growth mode took over. Previous work on SrTiO3/SrZrO3 [23]
and KTaO3/KNbO3 [24] systems shows the synthesis of B-site superlat-
tices is possible. We speculate that the development of new substrates (or
new substrate treatments) might help extend the layer-by-layer growth of
PbTiO3//PbZrO3, especially for larger lattice parameters (a=4.0-4.2 Å).
One option could be the new treatment developed for scandates (including
NSO) by Kleibeuker et al.[25]

Even if the extended growth of PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices remains
elusive, this work may still provide useful guidelines for designing new ferro-
electric materials based on B-site superlattices. This can be done either by
creating new low-symmetry phases by making use of fourth-order coupling
terms such as P001R001P110R110, or by inducing improper ferroelectricity
via a third order term such as R001P110A1̄10 or R110P001A1̄10. For example,
in the latter scenario, a system with an A1̄10 instability and an R001 or
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R110 rotational instability should be an improper ferroelectric. For A-site
superlattices, recent work on the PbTiO3/SrTiO3 system[8] demonstrates
that it is indeed possible to synthesize superlattices that induce improper
ferroelectricity, even if the details of the symmetry analysis are somewhat
different in that case as is described by Rondinelli and Fennie[11].

7.5 Conclusions

In summary, we have presented the results of first-principles calculations of
the structural phase transitions in [1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices, as
well as in the parent compounds, as a function of in-plane epitaxial strain.
A symmetry analysis was used to clarify the kinds of structural distortions
occurring in each phase and to illuminate the nature of the transitions
between phases.

While the PbZrO3 system remains in a single monoclinic phase over the
whole region of lattice constants studied, and the PbTiO3 system has a sin-
gle transition from a tetragonal to an orthorhombic phase, we find a signifi-
cantly more complex phase sequence for the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice.
Specifically, with increasing lattice constant, we find a sequence of three
transitions, first from a tetragonal to a monoclinic phase, then to a first
orthorhombic phase, and finally to a second orthorhombic phase. The first
orthorhombic phase occurs over such a narrow range of in-plane lattice con-
stant that we cannot be confident of its existence in real PbTiO3//PbZrO3

superlattices. The first three of these phases all contain strong polar and
octahedral-rotation distortions, while the fourth has strong in-plane polar
order, substantial antipolar distortions, and weak rotations.

Our results indicate that polarizations and rotational distortions are
strongly coupled in the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice. For example, for
the monoclinic phase, in which four kinds of mode distortions are present
simultaneously, we find these modes to be coupled such that the presence
of any three of them will automatically induce the fourth, giving rise to a
surprisingly rich behavior. Thus, we find that the inclusion of the octahe-
dral rotations is crucial for an accurate determination of the phases and
phase boundaries.

While the synthesis of short-period perovskite superlattices has the po-
tential to lead to a wealth of new functional materials with improved prop-
erties, a thorough understanding of the interplay between epitaxial strain
and spontaneous structural distortions will be needed to guide the search
for such materials. The present work is a step along the way to this goal,
and we hope that it might help identify new materials with enhanced fer-
roelectric and piezoelectric properties for next-generation applications.
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Chapter 8

Reflection on creating
ferroelectric materials
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The scope of this chapter is broader than the scope of the thesis itself
because this chapter puts the thesis in context of the more general idea
with which this work was started and to see whether that general idea was
correct. The general idea was that knowledge of materials growth has been
developed sufficiently to make it worthwhile to attempt to build new mate-
rials, predicted by DFT, which have interesting properties. That this idea is
shared with others is shown by an article from Rijnders and Blank[1] called
Building Your Own Superlattice, in which the authors compare building
perovskite superlattices to building lego structures. However, before the
broader context of the thesis work is discussed, first all the conclusions are
summarized in order to see how they contribute to answering our research
questions. Where research questions could not be answered or answered
unsatisfactory, the discussion will try to explain why.

8.1 Summary of the conclusions in the thesis

In a numbered list the conclusions, drawn in this thesis, are presented, the
number before the dot represents the chapter:

3.3.1. Coherently grown SrRuO3 nanowires on a DyScO3 double termi-
nated template were obtained by means of self-organization on one
of the surface terminations.

3.2. The self-organized growth of SrRuO3 nanowires on a DyScO3 double
terminated template is shown to result from a difference in surface
diffusivity on the different chemical terminations.

3.3. The difference in diffusivity of SrRuO3 on the different DyScO3

substrate terminations is successfully modelled using a solid-on-solid
model.

4.1. The structural analysis of two polar (111) epitaxial systems before
and after the introduction of a conducting buffer layer clearly shows
that including the buffer layer alters the growth of CaTiO3 and
BiFeO3 on (111) oriented perovskites.

5.1. Though CaTiO3 and SrMnO3 were grown in the desired global
structure by DFT they did not show any evidence of ferroelectricity
in the measurements.

5.2. Both the growth of CaTiO3 and SrMnO3 showed some evidence
that local structure was present in the grown material.

5.3. In the case of the PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices and BaO//SrO
superlattices it was not possible to grow them in the desired global
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structure with the applied growth method. No evidence of [1:1]
ordered superlattice structure was present in the grown samples.

6.1. The (111) superlattices were not grown in the desired global struc-
ture needed to achieve octahedral ferroelectricity.

7.1. In the case of the [1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice a sequence of
transition was found with increasing lattice constant, the superlat-
tice first goes from a tetragonal phase to a monoclinic phase, then to
an orthorhombic phase and finally to a second orthorhombic phase.

7.2. Symmetry analysis on these superlattices has shown that it can ex-
plain the symmetry transitions and this may provide useful guide-
lines for designing new ferroelectric materials based on B-site su-
perlattices.

8.2 Thesis questions

This chapter discusses at how successful the research question of this thesis
has been answered: “What level of knowledge about material predictions
as well as material growth is required to be able to make ferroelectric per-
ovskites on demand, such that ferroelectric perovskites can be used func-
tionally, for example, to enhance the functionality of micro-chips?” In this
thesis the research question was split up into the following questions:

1. Is growth of materials understood such that one can predict the struc-
ture of any grown material based on the deposition conditions and
the material used as substrate? (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6)

2. Assuming one can grow a material with pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
in the desired structure in agreement with the density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations, does the grown material than have the DFT
predicted properties? (Chapters 5)

3. Can DFT be used to generate generic rules to search for new materi-
als? (Chapter 7)

The next section discusses how the individual chapters of this thesis dealt
with answering the research questions and just as importantly, which ques-
tions are still left unanswered.
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8.3 Is growth of materials understood such that
one can predict the structure of any grown

material based on the deposition conditions
and the material used as substrate?

Despite the fact that a lot of knowledge on PLD growth is known, the de-
tailed knowledge to answer this question positively for the materials grown
in this thesis is not available yet. The (111) superlattices were not grown in
the intended structure, see conclusions 5.3 and 6.1. Nevertheless as stated
in conclusion 5.1 it was possible to grow SrMnO3 and CaTiO3 in the desired
local structure. The difference between growing superlattices and growing
single materials is that initial growth for a single material only happens
for the first layer on the substrate while in the case of the superlattices
it occurs every layer. In the case of pseudo-cubic (111) oriented super-
lattices each layer is also polar. Conclusion 4.1 states that it is possible
to deal with these polar surfaces with a buffer layer, however in the case
of a superlattice this may require a different solution. Possibly the polar
surfaces in the (111) oriented superlattice are already mitigated by the fact
that the layers are grown at a high temperature on a bufferlayer to start
with. Another compounding problem is that the superlattices grown were
[1:1] superlattices. A technical problem for PLD is, it is only possible to
choose an integer number of pulses per layer, results that in [1:1] superlat-
tice the layers are never exactly 1 monolayer thick. The error made will
only increase if the two terminations, which you can have present if you
deposit slightly less than a full monolayer, have different diffusion barriers
on the surface for the next material grown (see conclusion 3.2). Better
understanding diffusion on the surface would help a lot towards improving
initial growth.

To further understand diffusion, the solid-on-solid model was applied
to the growth of SrRuO3 nanowires on DyScO3 substrates. Conclusion
3.3 shows that the solid-on-solid model can predict the growth of complex
structures like nanowires. However, the input parameters of the model
were empirically obtained. For growing superlattices the model has to be
useful for the growth of any perovskite on any perovskite surface. Therefore
we need to be able to theoretically determine the input parameters of the
model (e.g. diffusion barriers) for different perovskites. Some of the most
important input parameters which are still needed in the model are:

• the bonding strength of the species arriving at the surfaces,

• the type of species arriving at the surface and diffusing over the sur-
face (e.g. atoms or molecules)
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• knowledge whether nucleation happens before the atoms coming from
the plasma reach the surface,

• the type of substrate surface present,

• whether the substrate surface is stable under deposition conditions.

8.4 Assuming one can grow a material with pulsed
laser deposition (PLD) in the desired struc-
ture required by density functional theory (DFT),

does the material grown than have the DFT
predicted properties?

SrMnO3 and CaTiO3 were the two materials that where grown with the
desired global structure by DFT. Nevertheless both materials showed some
evidence of local structure present in the material. In the case of SrMnO3

the evidence was the larger than expected unit cell and in the case of
CaTiO3 the evidence was the short time that this material would grow
layer-by-layer.

Measurements on the grown SrMnO3 thin film demonstrated the pres-
ence of the global structure that was predicted to be ferroelectric by DFT.
The growth was successful in terms of achieving good crystal quality and
layer-by-layer growth. Nevertheless, measurements on the PLD-grown SrMnO3

samples did not show the presence of ferroelectricity. There are two possi-
ble explanations for this. One is that a local structure was also created in
the samples, which does not impact the global structures of the material
but does impact its properties enough that no ferroelectricity is present in
the material. The second option is that the DFT prediction is inaccurate
or incorrect. If the calculation is inaccurate, for example, the calculation
of the strain state at which SrMnO3 transitions to a ferroelectric material
is higher than expected, it could be that the in-plane lattice of SrTiO3

is not big enough to grow ferroelectric SrMnO3. To avoid these type of
problems it would be helpful if the DFT calculations provided not only
the strain window in which the material is ferroelectric but also the error
margin on the strain at which the phase transition occurs. This would
help experimentalists to make sure that the strain state applied leads to
ferroelectricity.

As for SrMnO3, our measurements demonstrated the presence of the
global structure predicted to be ferroelectric by DFT in the CaTiO3 thin
films. In the case of CaTiO3 the calculations showed that rhombohedral
CaTiO3 is ferroelectric and orthorhombic CaTiO3 is not. DFT calculations
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also showed that the rhombohedral CaTiO3 will transform into orthorhom-
bic CaTiO3 when relaxed within the strain constraints of lattice parameters
equal in terms of size to those of LaAlO3. This did not happen with the
PLD grown layer of CaTiO3 on LaAlO3. This could be due to the fact
that these calculations do not take the LaAlO3 substrate into account but
only the global structure of the to be grown material. It would be inter-
esting to see from DFT calculations whether a rhombohedral substrate like
LaAlO3 can induce the rhombohedral phase in CaTiO3 and whether this
phase would be ferroelectric.

8.5 Can DFT be used to generate generic rules to

search for new materials?

In chapter 7 the third research question is answered positively by showing
that generic rules for the search for new materials can be found by apply-
ing symmetry operations to PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices. The proper-
ties of PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices were then calculated with DFT in
order to corroborate the rules that were discerned from symmetry anal-
ysis on systems with varying B-atoms in the lattice. DFT calculations
done on PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices indeed show these instabilities to
be present and coupled as the symmetry would predict. As the same sym-
metry is present in other b-site superlattices these rules can be expected to
hold true for those superlattices as well. I think defining as many of these
types of rules as possible, rules which hold for groups of materials instead
of a specific material, will give the experimentalist more room when search-
ing for new materials within the constraints of growth. A similar type of
analysis was also done by Benedek et al. [2] on A-site superlattices.

8.6 Future outlook

In this work it has been shown that both PLD growth and DFT calculations
have the potential to help with creating new ferroelectric materials. Nev-
ertheless this work did not result in any new ferroelectric materials. The
general reason for this is that DFT gives the thermodynamic equilibrium
of a system, while during actual growth one has to deal with kinetic con-
ditions. Such conditions can impede the grown material reaching the ther-
modynamic equilibrium and thereby cause different phases of the material
to stabilize. In the following paragraph I speculate on future developments
that enable the growth of new ferroelectric materials.

When it comes to growth of materials there are a lot of general guidelines
like: e.g. more than 3 % strain is unlikely to be achieved in a grown material
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by matching it to the substrate, and there are no direct rules that link input
conditions of PLD to the structure of a material. I think that generating
models that contain the relation between the structure grown and the PLD
input parameters would greatly enhance the possibilities of growing new
materials with PLD. Probably two types of models are needed for this, one
to model the type of species deposited by the plasma onto the surface and
a model for diffusion on the surface like the solid-on-solid model. In this
work for the solid-on-solid model the diffusion parameters where determined
empirically, in the future they could be calculated using DFT.

So in conclusion: As an experimentalist I would like DFT models that
predict which structure is ferroelectric and growth models that predict pro-
cess conditions under which such structure can be grown.
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The research question asked in this thesis is: “What level of knowl-
edge about material predictions as well as material growth is required to
be able to make ferroelectric perovskites on demand, such that ferroelectric
perovskites can be used functionally, for example, to enhance the function-
ality of micro-chips?” The research question was split up into the following
questions:

1. Is growth of materials understood such that one can predict the struc-
ture of any grown material based on the deposition conditions and
the material used as substrate? (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6)

2. Assuming one can grow a material with pulsed laser deposition (PLD)
in the desired structure in agreement with the density functional the-
ory (DFT) calculations, does the grown material than have the DFT
predicted properties? (Chapter 5)

3. Can DFT be used to generate generic rules to search for new materi-
als? (Chapter 7)

These questions were answered in the chapters indicated and further dis-
cussed in the final chapter, (Chapter 8).

In order to differentiate between the results of a DFT calculation and
PLD growth, the concept of local and global structure were described in the
introduction. In a material, global structure are all elements of structure
that are seen periodically in the crystal lattice. Local structure are all
elements of structure that cause disturbances in the crystal lattice, e.g.
defects and interfaces between two materials. As DFT calculations are
made with periodic boundary conditions only global structure is taken into
account, PLD growth will produce both local and global structure in a
material.

Ferroelectricity is driven by forces in the crystal lattice that shift atoms
to off-center and thereby change the net charge at the surface of the crystal.
A number of forces that cause this off-centering are:

1. a change in hybridization of the oxygen 2p band and the B-cation 3d
band,

(a) materials with an empty B-cation 3d band,

(b) materials with a filled or partially filled B-cation 3d band,

2. a change in hybridization of the A-cation 6s band and the oxygen 2p
band,

3. geometric ferroelectricity.
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To create or enhance these forces in a perovskite a number of different
methods can be used. Three of these methods are:

1. applying strain,

2. layering of materials (building superlattices),

3. changing the size of the metal atoms in a perovskite.

A summary of all perovskites that were discussed in this thesis and a subset
of which was grown for this thesis can be found in table 2.1.

To get a better understanding of PLD growth of perovskites the growth
of SrRuO3 on DyScO3 was monitored and modelled. From the fact that it
was possible to model nanowire growth on the the DyScO3 surface with a
diffusion model (solid-on-solid model) it was concluded that:

1. Coherently grown SrRuO3 nanowires on a DyScO3 double terminated
template were obtained by means of self-organization on one of the
surface terminations.

2. The self-organized growth of SrRuO3 nanowires on a DyScO3 double
terminated template were shown to result from a difference in surface
diffusivity on the different chemical terminations.

From these conclusions it became clear that the solid-on-solid model could
be used to predict what happened on the surface of a perovskite during
growth. However, in this work all the parameters of the model were em-
pirically obtained. To make the model more useful it would be of help to
obtain these parameters from a first principle theory like DFT.

A perovskite grown in the (111) orientation can be described as con-
sisting of BO3 and A layers, implying that these layers are always polar.
The polarity could influence the growth of materials particularly at the in-
terface with the substrate. In the case of (111) oriented growth of CaTiO3

and BiFeO3 the structural analysis, using both transmission electron mi-
croscopy and in situ reflective high energy electron diffraction, showed that
including the buffer layer improved the growth of CaTiO3 and BiFeO3 on
(111) oriented perovskites. The resulting growth with buffer layer restored
a near bulk-like termination at growth temperature, allowing for coherent
growth of BiFeO3 and CaTiO3 for all deposited unit cell layers of the film
material.

In literature, it was predicted that SrMnO3, CaTiO3, PbTiO3//PbZrO3

superlattices, BaO//SrO superlattices, (111) CaTiO3//SrMnO3 superlat-
tices, (111) CaTiO3//BiFeO3 superlattices and (111) PbTiO3//SnZrO3 su-
perlattices could show ferroelectricity if grown with the correct structure.
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In practise, CaTiO3 and SrMnO3 were grown in the desired global struc-
ture. Nevertheless these materials did not show any evidence of ferroelec-
tricity in measurements. Some evidence of local structure was found in
these materials and it is possible that this has impeded ferroelectricity in
these materials. In the case of the superlattices in none of the cases it was
possible to prove that they were successfully grown in a [1:1] ordering and
therefore no conclusions could be drawn on the coupling of structure in
these materials to its properties.

First-principles calculations of the structural phase behavior of the [1:1]
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice and the PbTiO3 and PbZrO3 parent com-
pounds were presented as a function of in-plane epitaxial strain. A sym-
metry analysis was used to identify the phases and it was clarified how
they arose from an interplay between different kinds of structural distor-
tions, including out-of-plane and in-plane polar modes, rotation of oxygen
octahedra around out-of-plane or in-plane axes, and an anti-polar mode.
Symmetry-allowed intermode couplings were identified and used to eluci-
date the nature of the observed phase transitions. For the minimum-period
[1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattice, we identified a sequence of three tran-
sitions that occurred as the in-plane lattice constant was increased. All four
of the phases involved substantial oxygen octahedral rotations, and an an-
tipolar distortion was important in the high-tensile-strain phase. Inclusion
of these distortions was found to be crucial for an accurate determination
of the phase boundaries. DFT calculations could also improve by adding
error margins to the calculations and by searching for general guidelines for
fabricating new ferroelectric materials.
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De onderzoeksvraag die we ons in dit proefschrift gesteld hebben luidt:
Wat is het vereiste niveau van kennis over zowel materiaalvoorspellingen als
het groeien van materialen, zodanig dat ferro-electrische perovskieten met
de gewenste ferro-elektrische eigenschappen gegroeid kunnen worden voor
functioneel gebruik, bijvoorbeeld voor het verbeteren van de functionaliteit
van micro-chips? De onderzoeksvraag werd gesplitst in de volgende vragen:

1. Is de groei van materialen zodanig begrepen dat men, gegeven de
depositie condities en het gebruikte substraat, de structuur van ieder
gegroeid materiaal kan voorspellen? (Hoofdstukken 3, 4, 5 and 6)

2. Aannemende dat men met gepulseerde laser depositie (PLD) een ma-
teriaal kan groeien in de gewenste structuur met gebruikmaking van
density functional theory (DFT), heeft dat materiaal dan ook de
eigenschappen zoals voorspeld met DFT? (Hoofdstuk 5)

3. Kan DFT gebruikt worden om universele regels te genereren voor het
zoeken naar nieuwe materialen? (Hoofdstuk 7)

Om te kunnen differentiëren tussen DFT voorspellingen en groei door
PLD zijn de concepten lokale structuur en globale structuur beschreven
in de inleiding. In een materiaal, omvat de globale structuur alle structu-
urelementen welke periodiek aangetroffen worden in een kristalrooster. Een
lokale structuur omvat alle structuurelementen die verstoringen veroorza-
ken in het kristalrooster, e.g. defecten en het scheidingsvlak tussen mate-
rialen. DFT berekeningen worden gedaan met periodieke grens condities
die alleen rekening houden met globale structuur terwijl groei d.m.v. PLD
zowel locale als globale structuren aanbrengen in een materiaal.

Ferro-electriciteit wordt veroorzaakt door krachten in het kristalrooster
die atomen decentreren en aldus leiden tot een netto lading aan het opper-
vlak van het kristal. Een aantal krachten die het decentrering-effect kunnen
veroorzaken zijn:

1. een verandering in hybridisatie van de zuurstof 2p band en de B-kation
3d band,

(a) materialen met een lege B-kation 3d band,

(b) materialen met een geheel of gedeeltelijke gevulde B-kation 3d
band,

2. een verandering in hybridisatie van de A-kation 6s en de zuurstof 2p
band,

3. geometrische ferro-electriciteit
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Een aantal methoden om deze krachten in een prerovskiet te creëren of
versterken zijn:

1. het materiaal uitrekken,

2. gelaagdheid in het materiaal aanbrengen (superlattices bouwen),

3. in een perovskiet de omvang van de metaalatomen veranderen.

Een samenvatting van alle besproken perovskieten, met speciale aandacht
voor degene die gegroeid zijn voor dit proefschrift, wordt gegeven in tabel
2.1.

Voor een beter begrip van met PLD gegroeide perovskieten werd de
groei van SrRuO3 op DyScO3 gevolgd en gemodelleerd. Uit het feit dat
het mogelijk was om een model te maken van de groei van nanodraden op
het DyScO3 oppervlak met een diffusie model (solid-on-solid) werd gecon-
cludeerd dat:

1. Coherent gegroeide SrRuO3 nanodraden op een dubbel getermineerd
DyScO3 substraat werden verkregen d.m.v. zelf-organisatie op een
van de terminaties.

2. De zichzelf organiserende groei van SrRuO3 nanodraden op een DyScO3

substraat met twee terminaties dankzij een verschil in oppervlakted-
iffusiteit op de verschillende terminaties.

Uit deze conclusie viel af te leiden dat het solid-on-solid model gebruikt kon
worden om te voorspellen wat er gebeurt op een perovskiet oppervlak terwijl
die gegroeid wordt. De parameters die het solid-on-solid model beschrijven
waren in dit werk empirisch verkregen. Om het model nog bruikbaarder te
maken zou het nuttig zijn om deze parameters eerst te verkrijgen met een
ab-initio theorie zoals de DFT.

Een perovskiet (111) georiënteerd gegroeid kan beschreven worden als
bestaande uit BO3 en A lagen, wat impliceert dat deze lagen altijd polair
zijn. De polariteit kan de groei van materialen bëınvloeden, in het bijzon-
der op het raakvlak met het substraat. In het geval van (111) georiënteerde
groei van CaTiO3 en BiFeO3 toonde de analyse van de structuur, gebruik
makend van zowel transmission electron microscopy en in situ reflective
high energy electron diffraction, dat het toevoegen van een buffer laag de
groei van CaTiO3 en BiFeO3 op (111) georienteerde perovskieten verbe-
terde. De resulterende groei met bufferlaag hersteld een bijna bulk-achtige
structuur aan het raakvlak tussen de verschillende lagen, wat coherente
groei mogelijk maakt van BiFeO3 en CaTiO3.
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In de literatuur wordt voorspeld dat SrMnO3, CaTiO3, PbTiO3//PbZrO3

superlattices, BaO//SrO superlattices, (111) CaTiO3//SrMnO3 superlat-
tices, (111)
CaTiO3//BiFeO3 superlattices en (111) PbTiO3//SnZrO3 superlattices ferro-
electriciteit kunnen worden mits ze gegroeid worden met de correcte struc-
tuur (verder de globale structuur genoemd). In het werk gedaan voor dit
proefschrift werden met PLD alleen CaTiO3 en SrMnO3 in de gewenste
globale structuur gegroeid. Metingen aan deze materialen lieten geen ver-
schijnselen van ferro-electriciteit zien. Een mate van lokale structuur werd
aangetoond in deze materialen en het is mogelijk dat dit de ferro-electriciteit
heeft verhinderd. Bij de superlattices werd in geen enkel geval het bewijs
geleverd dat ze gegroeid waren in een [1:1] ordening. Er konden daarom
geen bewijzen geleverd worden in deze materialen van een koppeling tussen
structuur en hun eigenschappen.

Ab-initio berekeningen van het structurele fase gedrag van [1:1]
PbTiO3//PbZrO3 superlattices en PbTiO3 en PbZrO3 lieten meerdere fase
overgangen zien als gevolg van epitaxiale uitrekking. Een symmetrie anal-
yse werd gebruikt om de fases te identificeren, en om te verduidelijken
hoe deze voortvloeiden uit het samenspel tussen verschillende soorten ver-
storingen, dit inclusief binnen- en buiten-vlak polaire status, rotatie van
zuurstof octahedra om binnen- en buiten- vlak assen en in een anti-polaire
staat. De symmetrie toegestane inter-mode koppelingen werden gedenti-
ficeerd en gebruikt om het karakter van de geobserveerde fase overgangen
te verduidelijken. Voor het minimum-periode [1:1] PbTiO3//PbZrO3 su-
perlattice, identificeerden we sequentie van drie overgangen die voorkomen
wanneer de binnen-vlak rooster constantes wordt verhoogd. Alle vier de
fases brengen met substantiële zuurstof octahedrale rotaties met zich mee.
Een anti-polaire verstoring is belangrijk in de fase waarbij het rooster sterk
uitgerekt is. Een toevoeging van deze verstoringen bleek cruciaal voor
een accurate bepaling van de fase grenzen. DFT berekeningen zouden
eveneens verbeterd kunnen worden, bijvoorbeeld door het toevoegen van
fouten marges aan de berekeningen, en door te zoeken naar meer algemene
richtlijnen voor het fabriceren van nieuwe ferro-electrische materialen.
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Space Groups
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Figure A.1: All point groups divided over the symmetry systems they
belong to.
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Figure A.2: A list of all spacegroups divided over the symmetry sytems
and point groups
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